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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Introduction 
Cities experience growth and change in cycles through time. How cities plan and 
adapt to change is responsive to the culture and values of the community as they experience 
change. Periodically communities have a need to step back from the day-to-day decision- 
making and re-evaluate the overall planning and policy direction. Ideally, this occurs when 
the community has the time and energy to use a thoughtful and reflective process to review 
and develop the policy plans for future growth. 
The process for updating a Land Use Policy Plan is critical to the successful 
adaptation and implementation of a land use plan. Quality participation by citizens creates 
the framework for a plan that reflects community culture and values, therefore, community 
acceptance in the implementation phases. How does the city administration and governing 
body create the opportune environment for participation in the development of its land use 
policy plan? Who should participate? When? How? What are the elements for a successful 
planning process? 
Statement of Problem 
The City of Ames, Iowa began the process of updating the Land Use Policy Plan in 
the fall of 1993. Ames has experienced growth during the late 1980's and early 1990's. 
Previously, major growth within the community occurred in the 1960's and early 1970's. 
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The growth included residential and commercialland uses. The recent growth had several 
impacts on the community; first, the growth areas occurred at community edges, with very 
little infill development and in some areas hop scotching agricultural areas resulting in 
expensive utility extensions and high development costs. 
A second impact of recent growth was the difficulty Ames had in providing an
affordable housing stock. The community had the second highest average cost of housing in 
the State of Iowa. 
A third impact was the need to update the land use ordinances so that they were 
understandable and reflected new zoning and subdivision law interpretations, current with 
community values and goals. 
A fourth impact was the need to identify the growth opportunities for the community 
and prioritize the opportunities to focus the public funding participation in the development 
in accordance with the community priorities. 
The City administration, staff and council sought a process to involve the citizens of 
Ames in the development of the plan to insure that the plan reflected the culture and values of 
the community. The Request for Proposal was distributed to nine prospective consultants in 
June of 1993. It outlined the planning process expectations for citizen participation. 
The issue of citizen participation in the planning process was addressed in the 
selection criteria distributed to the prospective consultants as well. 
• Selection Criteria -the selection criteria for further consideration include: 
• qualifications on the basis of experience with similar projects and 
communities similaz to Ames, especially communities with a 
university, 
• understanding of the project as outlined in the Request For Proposal 
(RFP), and the dynamics of the project relative to importance of 
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planning as a guide to decision-making, the importance of informing 
decision makers and the general citizenry and effective citizen 
participation, 
• approach to the project and how the proposal meets the objectives of 
the City with special attention to citizen participation opportunities, 
staff and officials meetings and overall time frame to complete the 
project, 
• quality of work performed in similar situations and according to 
references regarding communication, schedule and product delivery, 
• personnel assigned to the project, similar project experience and 
qualifications to perform tasks, 
• value, in terms of level of work and assistance provided to the City in 
relation to proposed cost, (City of Ames Request For Proposal 1993, 
8). 
Finally, the consultant service agreement specifically outlined citizen participation in 
the planning process. 
Task A -Community participation; 
Vision exercise, to establish a framework for future of the City through the 
Plan and Ordinances. The vision should address urban form, quality, 
infill/expansion, density and intensity, preservation/redevelopment and land 
development process. The product will be a technical report. 
1. Community Participation to provide input and guidance would be 
through the following groups; Planning Policy Committee, broad 
based committee of leaders representing a wide array of interest 
groups. 
2. Focus Groups to provide special knowledge in technical areas, 
including neighborhood issues, economic development/business, land 
development process, institutional and public art issues. 
3. Planning and Zoning Commission would give recommendations to the 
City Council as major components of the Plan and Ordinances are 
finalized. 
4. City Council would be requested to take final action on the approval of 
all major components of the Plan and Ordinances. 
5. Technical Advisory Team consisting of Directors from Public Works, 
Parks and Recreation, Cy-Ride Transit and Planning and Housing. 
6. Community-at-Large would be invited to make input into the Plan and 
Ordinances through two community-wide meetings, one at the outset 
and one ~ at the preliminary draft stage, (~ Group Agreement for 
Consulting Services 1993, Exhibit A 1-2). 
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The purpose of this thesis is to review, evaluate and analyze the process used by the 
City of Ames in the development of the updating the Land Use Policy Plan during the mid 
1990's. The thesis will research the perspectives of citizens that participated in the Land Use 
Policy Planning process for the City of Ames. 
Purpose of Study 
The City of Ames and the planning consultant had a strong desire to incorporate 
citizen participation in the Land Use Policy Plan process. The consultant proposed a plan to 
involve citizens. City staff and elected officials accepted and approved the plan for citizen 
participation. Citizen participation was an important part of the Ames Land Use Policy Plan 
process. A significant effort was placed on the plan to involve citizens. The process for 
citizen participation changed during the planning process. The research question is to assess 
what the impact of the change in citizen participation had on the outcome of the plan, on the 
citizen's perception of their involvement in the development of the plan and how effective 
the plan is now. 
This study will review the Ames process, identify citizen participation in the Ames 
land use planning process, develop a survey questionnaire for citizens who participated in the 
planning process, analyze the data from the survey and develop conclusions. 
The hypothesis is, "The change in citizen participation had an adverse impact on the 
process for citizen participation. This adverse impact is reflected in two ways; 1) iri the 
citizen satisfaction with their involvement and 2) in their satisfaction with the outcome of the 
Land Use Policy Plan." 
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Research Design Method 
The first part of the research addresses the rationale and development of criteria to 
analyze and evaluate the citizen participation in the Land Use Policy process used by the City 
of Ames. This will require a literature search of citizen participation and land use planning. 
The second part of the research will research and examine the Ames Land Use Policy 
Planning process proposal and the process for citizen participation. 
The third part of the research includes the development of a survey questionnaire 
based on the analysis criteria to serve as a guide for interviews of Land Use Policy process 
participants. Interviews will be conducted with various Ames' administrators, staff, City 
Council, Planning and Zoning Commission and citizens to provide the basis for evaluating 
the effectiveness of the City of Ames process for development of the Land Use Policy Plan. 
The fourth part of the research will be the analysis and summary of the findings of the 
case study, interviews and research and finally, the application of that knowledge to the Ames 
situation and implications of the result to the methods. 
Chapter Topics 
Chapter 1. —Introduction of the research topic. 
Chapter 2. -Literature Review 
Chapter 3. -Ames Land Use Policy Planning Process 
Chapter 4. —Research Technique 
Chapter 5. —Research Results and Case Study Analysis 
Chapter 6. —Conclusions and Recommendations 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction 
Citizen participation in the development of comprehensive planning is important to 
the success of the development of a community, and offers a sense of place where people are 
proud to live and share mutual values. The involvement of citizens in planning continues to 
be a delicate matter that is difficult to do well and far from prescriptive. Our greater society 
has tried to mandate citizen or public participation. We have tried many different strategies 
with mixed results and expectations of the citizenry involved. Ironically, this issue and our 
ability to deal with it as a nation extends back to the early history of this nation, prior to 
comprehensive planning, as evidenced by the following statement. 
I know of no safe depository of the ultimate powers of this society but the 
,people themselves; and if we think them not enlightened enough to exercise 
their control with a wholesome discretion, the remedy is not to take it from 
them, but to inform their discretion. 
(Thomas Jefferson, Letter to William Charles Jarvis, September 28, 1820) 
Comprehensive planning in communities is a reflection of the community vision of its 
future. The development of that vision requires the participation of the broad based citizens 
in a variety of roles to reflect upon the total community values and goals. Communities place 
significance in the initiation of a comprehensive planning effort, in the identification of a 
planning process and in how the greater body of citizens will participate. The successful 
adoption and implementation of a plan is dependent on the `buy-in' of the plan by the greater 
community. The extent to which communities have achieved visionary planning has 
developed over time and varied from community to community. 
This chapter discusses the relationship between comprehensive planning and the role 
of public participation in comprehensive planning. To understand and evaluate the role of 
citizen participation in the development of comprehensive plaJr~ning we need to understand 
four things: first, an understanding of comprehensive planning; second, an understanding of 
the planning process; third, an understanding of citizen participation; and fourth, the roles the 
participants play in the process. 
The first section of this review focuses on developing an understanding of 
comprehensive planning, how planning initially developed and how it has evolved over time. 
The significance of the evolution of planning is that it has changed and will continue to 
change, as the expectations of the citizens are refined. The comprehensive plan and planning 
processes guide and influence citizen participation, and these in turn affect the outcomes and 
the citizen's evaluation of the outcomes. It becomes the foundation of our efforts to 
understand what the greater community is trying to achieve together. 
The second section of the literature review focuses on the planning process itself, the 
steps used to accomplish the comprehensive plan. There axe steps most planning efforts take; 
many efforts have subtle differences in the detailed steps. This effort will focus on the broad 
perspective to provide a foundation for the evaluation of citizen participation within the 
process. The process of the planning effort helps us to understand how the greater 
community works to accomplish the development of a comprehensive plan. 
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The third section of the Literature review focuses on developing an understanding of 
citizen participation. Citizen participation has evolved and changed greatly, just as the 
outcomes of comprehensive planning have changed. These changes were driven by the 
general expectations of citizens and the extent to which they wish to participate. This effort 
will look at the factors that contributed to these changes from a historical perspective and 
what the values are for involving the broader citizen base in the planning process. This will 
help us to understand why citizens are involved in the development of comprehensive plans 
and the planning process. 
The fourth section of the literature review focuses on the role of the participants in the 
planning process. There are many participants in the planning process: elected officials, 
citizens, technical consultants and facilitators. Each of these participants contributes to the 
development of the comprehensive plan. Some participation is through formal mandated 
participation, while other is through informal participation. The planning process outlines the 
steps for the development of the plan and the roles of the participants. This effort 
investigates research of the roles and responsibilities of citizens in the process, how they 
perceive their involvement and evaluate their participation effectiveness and satisfaction, 
which is critical to the support for the plan, and its implementation. This helps us understand 
who is participating in the comprehensive planning process and how.
The literature review investigates two issues: how comprehensive plans and public 
participation have evolved over the century and how the decision-making process 
incorporates public participation. The goal is to develop a set of criteria to provide planners 
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with an understanding of how to receive public participation on comprehensive plans within 
the legislated approval process. 
Comprehensive Development Planning 
There are many terms and definitions for comprehensive development planning; for 
the purpose of this study, I propose the following definition for its breadth and brevity: 
Development planning is the process by which citizens and local government 
officials identify and seek to achieve a desirable future for their community. 
The development planning process has two principal outcomes: the first is 
public understanding of —and consensus on pursuing —the community's 
vision for future growth; the second is a land use plan that (1) translates the 
vision into a physical pattern of neighborhoods, commercial and industrial 
areas, roads, and public facilities, and (2) includes the policies and regulations 
necessary for plan implementation. 
(Hoch, Dalton and So 2000, 141) 
Comprehensive development plans, or comprehensive plans, are goals and policies 
that guide decision makers in the physical development of a community. The plans are based 
on the values of the community, reflecting the socio-economic nature and the physio-
geographic make-up of the community. The plans are long-range, providing a vision for the 
future development of the community and addressing land use, transportation, civic facilities, 
utilities, environmental and recreational needs. These plans often fulfill legal requirements of 
state and local governments. Comprehensive plans axe referenced in many ways including 
city plan, development plan, land classification plan, urban plan, master plan, growth 
management plan, verbal policy plan, comprehensive plan, policy plan, land use design plan, 
and others . 
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Comprehensive plans have evolved over time to meet the needs of society. Through 
the past century, changes have occurred in how the plans are developed, who develops the 
plans, what the plan contains and why the plans are developed. There has been a gradual 
transition from an elite, rather exclusive planning process to a public, participative process. 
The public .has demanded greater involvement in the planning process in an effort to insure 
that the plan reflects the vision, values and priorities of the whole community. Ultimately, 
the legislative body of the community, the elected officials, approves the plan. The process 
of providing opportunities for public input in the development of the plan is critical to timely 
and meaningful adoption of the plan (So and Getzels 1988, 82-84). The content of land use 
plans expanded over time in as the plans were integrated in the decision-making, strategic 
planning and development of the community. 
The goals of policy plans will continue to Look ahead to anticipate rather than react to 
physical changes, to coordinate rather than compete, and make decisions based on 
community objectives. The policy plans are better integrated into local government, not just 
the planning department and focus on technical aspects of resource management, water, 
energy, land, air and funding, as well as increased pressure as a legal document (So and 
Getzels 1988, 90). 
Planning takes place within an overall governmental structure. The structure 
provides for accomplishing governmental objectives by assigning authority, 
responsibility, power and influence; by providing access to decision makers; 
and by assigning functions and procedures to a variety of units (So and 
Getzels 1988, 401). 
In the early 1900's there were isolated efforts across the country that led to early 
developments in comprehensive planning and citizen participation. The first planning body 
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was created in 1907, Hartford Commission on City Plan. It was developed outside the 
mainstream of local government. Additionally, Daniel Burnham's plan for Chicago led to the 
City Beautiful movement and Frederick Law Olmsted Jr.'s planning activity broadened city 
planning to include all uses of land, private property, public sites and transportation (So and 
Getzels 1988, 30). 
In the late 1920's the city planning movement spread and led to the State Zoning 
Enabling Act in the context of comprehensive planning (So and Getzels 1988, 37). The 
Enabling Act made provisions for the recognition of the planning commission as the 
principal client of the plan rather than the Legislative body. This resulted in the commission 
serving as an advisory body to the legislative body. During this time, Alfred Beaman, a city 
attorney from Cincinnati, presented a concept_ to extend the vision to be a master design with 
a time horizon of twenty-five to fifty years. The general plan focused primarily on the 
designation of future land use, much of the focus was on creating quality living environments 
for city dwellers, especially on civic and green spaces. 
In the 193 0' s planning was influenced by major national and state involvement 
particularly in response to the New Deal and Housing programs (So and Getzels 1988, 64). 
In the 1940's there was an expansion of the def nition of the plans and role of 
government. Local government's role expanded to include health, welfare and social 
services. Infrastructure and zoning components influenced planning activities. During this 
time, planning commissions continued to evolve into their advisory roles to local 
government. State and National government involvement increased during this time as well. 
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Early planning efforts were also influenced by the Section 701 program of the Federal 
Housing Act of 1954, which required local governments to prepare long-range plans to 
qualify for federal grants (Hoch, Dalton and So 2000, 142-143). These plans focused on land 
use, transportation, utilities and community facilities. There were significant pressures across 
the country due to post-war employment, industrial development and housing shortages. 
There was significant concern during this time that powerful economic interests dominated 
commissions and the commissions were not representative of the public at Large. 
During the 1960's another major influence emerged in the work of two leading 
professors, T. J. Kent Jr. and F. Stuart Chapin Jr. These professors offered a more 
sophisticated approach to land use design with a focus on long-range planning efforts 
including the addition of population projections and economic growth. Kent stressed civic 
design, infrastructure and special areas such as historic neighborhoods and redevelopment 
districts. These plans were visions for the future and policy statements, but were not 
blueprints or action oriented. Their purpose was to convey advice to elected officials and 
assist in the implementation of policy. Chapin focused on the technical aspects of planning 
and projections for land resources and land use proximities for the best possible physical 
environments. He saw the planning effort as a guide to decision-makers and to private 
developers. Resulting plans maybe characterized as functional rather than inspirational 
(Hoch, Dalton and So 2000, 142-143). These plans included a summary of existing and 
emerging conditions and needs, general goals, and along-range urban form in a map format, 
accompanied by consistent development policies. 
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Widespread citizen movements began and neighborhood issues in local government 
planning developed. Both lead to greater participation and an official recognition for 
neighborhood planning boards. This interest probably developed because long-range 
planning efforts were not responsive to short-term needs. Planning efforts were becoming 
more participative, but continued to focus on planning commissions and legislative bodies as 
the primary participants (So and Getzel 1988, 47-48). 
During the 1970's the planning effort expanded to respond to new public concerns 
such as environment, resource consumption, energy efficiency and growth management. 
Land classification plans distinguished .growth from no growth areas with spatially specific 
maps. Implementation polices support these plans. Verbal policy plans were another form of 
planning to surface; these plans were a written policy framework that did not include maps or 
implementation strategies. These plans were responsive to rapidly changing conditions. The 
development management plan describes a course of action in addition to policy. It 
coordinates the action between local agencies and supports the plan by analyses, goals and 
policy (Hoch, Dalton and So 2000, i43). . 
In the 1980's there was a reduction in the level of federal funds for planning. There 
was also a trend for more efficient and effective strategic planning as a result of activity in the 
private sector. The influence of strategic planning placed more emphasis on shorter-range 
plans, with realistic targets and more market-orientated efforts (So and Getzel 1988, SS-58). 
This emphasis resulted in a stronger integration between physical plans and budget. 
In the 1990's there was a shift away from the formal public hearings and a greater 
emphasis on involving a variety of constituencies in the initial visioning, goal setting, and 
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decision-making process. Leaders used techniques to involve individuals and groups to help 
them solve difficult problems. The public expects to be intimately involved in planning 
efforts. Contemporary plans tend to draw from many plan types in response to the needs and 
values of the community. They typically "draw from broader and deeper community 
participation, incorporate more intergovernmental collaboration; and address a wider array of 
development issues" (Hoch, Dalton and So 2000, 150). 
Over time the evolution of the comprehensive plan has responded to evolving 
developments in Iand use complexity, public policy, regulatory development, design 
professionals, socio-economic changes and broader public interest, or in general increasing 
knowledge and understanding of our society, vision and values. These changes are 
articulated through a few major influences in the development of comprehensive planning 
that occurred in the past century. 
Comprehensive planning has become increasingly sophisticated during the past 
centl~.ry. This outcome was a response to the experience of planners and citizens, recognizing 
the need to base the planning effort on a values, goals, data and analyses, to be flexible, yet 
have clarity. It also responded to what planning author, Philip Berke, "has identified as the 
four guiding values: ecological values, economic values, equity values and engagement. He 
also states that sustainable development pursues a balance among these core values" (Hoch, 
Dalton and So 200, 151). As our society becomes more sophisticated in its understanding 
of the vision for its community, the society wishes to have a greater say in the planning of its 
community. Citizen participation in the development process is critical to community 
acceptance of the plan. The quality of the citizen participation may influence the successful 
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implementation of the plan. It also appears that current mandated or formal participation is 
inadequate to satisfy the citizen's desire to participate. 
The historical influence of citizen involvement in government is a reflection of their 
expectation to participate. The result of their participation is that they have been heard and 
their ideas considered. This has evolved over time to influence comprehensive planning as 
suggested by Kaiser and Godschalk: 
Nature of the plan has shifted from an elitist, inspirational, long-range vision that was 
based on a fiscally innocent implementation advice, to a framework for community 
consensus on future growth that is supported by fiscally grounded actions to manage 
change (Kaiser and Godschalk 1995). 
As time has progressed, the formal mandated forms of participation do not appear to 
meet the needs of the public. The public desires to be involved from the beginning in the 
establishment of visions and goals, how these goals are manifested into a plan and how the 
plan will be implemented in terms of regulations, capital investment and management. This 
desire has lead to another level of citizen participation that is less formal and typically more 
heavily involved. 
Planning Process 
The process for the development of a comprehensive plan varies depending on the needs 
of the community, the condition of the current plan, the desired product or type of a plan, the 
participation, and the planning team. In general, the following are the major process steps for 
the development of a plan: 
1. Recognition and consensus far a new plan or plan update. 
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2. Development and approval of overall planning process and citizen 
participation. 
3. Retain consultants, or use in-house planning staff. 
4. Develop specific planning process and citizen participation. 
5. Visioning exercise to establish framework for planning effort. 
6. Collect and review historical information, new issues and planning data. 
7. Develop goals, objectives and policies for development. 
8. Needs assessment. 
9. Develop alternative approaches to respond to development needs. 
10. Develop and identify preferred development approach (land use policy plan 
and map if desired). 
11. Development plan approval. 
12. Develop implementation program (zoning and subdivision regulations). 
13. Zoning and subdivision regulation approval. 
14. There may be more specific plans that follow this effort including district 
plans, environmental plans, historic district plans, transportation plans and 
utility plans (RM Plan Group, 1993). 
The products, schedule and participants for each of these steps vanes depending on 
the community and the planning effort. The outline of the process will serve as a guide to 
the discussion of public participation. 
Citizen Participation 
Citizen participation has evolved and changed greatly just as the outcomes of 
comprehensive planning have changed. These changes were driven by the general 
expectations of citizens and the depth in which they wish to participate. This effort will look 
at the factors that contributed to these changes and the value of involving the broader citizen 
base in the planning process. This will help us to understand why citizens are involved in the 
development of comprehensive plans and the planning process. 
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Citizen participation is a critical component to the planning process. This is 
important if there is a desire to have a comprehensive plan that reflects the values and vision 
of the community and a plan that can be implemented. How citizen participation happens? 
who participates? What is their satisfaction with their participation? Do plans reflect the 
breadth of the community? All of these are questions that are asked as plans are developed, 
reviewed and implemented. All of these are questions that planners, social and political 
scientists try to understand. 
The development of comprehensive plans in our society has a mandated approval 
process, and within that processes a formal citizen participation process. The citizen 
participation through the formal processes has failed to engage the greater public to the 
satisfaction of the citizens. During the past SO years, citizen participation has evolved to 
respond to the public desire to improve the quality of their participation. Citizen 
participation has been studied, evaluated and expanded on with a number of different 
techniques and strategies to engage or empower a greater citizenry. 
This section of the literature review focuses on two major areas of citizen 
participation, first, the formal, mandated process as it relates to comprehensive plaarining and 
second, the less formal techniques for engaged citizen participation as part of the 
development of comprehensive plans. 
Formal Process for Citizen Participation 
Formal participation is established within the legal structure for citizen participation. 
It is an integral part of our democratic processes and occurs through our governmental 
structure, in the election of officials, and in legislative and administrative processes. The 
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citizens participate by casting their votes in the election of officials, such as council 
members, mayor, legislative representatives, judicial positions, and state leaders. Citizens 
also participate through the processes of legislative action and planning and zoning actions as 
laws are drafted and approved. This participation often takes the form of public hearings, 
referenda, and other means such as forums, committees; workshops and surveys initiated or 
directed by officials. 
Federal, state and local laws mandate the administration of zoning regulations 
including comprehensive plan development. There axe three main bodies responsible in the 
development and management of comprehensive plans. They include the legislative (City 
Council), Zoning Commission and Zoning Board of Adjustment (Huntington 1992, 1). 
The voting public elects the legislative body, Clty Council. They have three major 
responsibilities as .part of comprehensive plan development. 
1. The power to adopt zoning, which includes the comprehensive plan. They 
must hold public hearings in accordance with state law requirements. 
2. The power to amend zoning, either the written text or boundaries of the 
zoning map. They must hold public hearings and follow procedures outlined 
in the adopted ordinance. 
3. The power to appoint members to the Zoning Commission and Board of 
Adjustment, a provision of the State Enabling Act (Huntington 1992). 
The Zoning Commission, appointed by the Mayor, with approval of City Council, 
serves in an advisory capacity to the Council. The legislative body must receive 
recommendations from the Zoning Commission, but is not required to adopt the 
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recommendations. The Zoning Commission recommends changes in zoning and reviews and 
updates the ordinances. They must hold public hearings as part of their action on plan 
development and regulatory recommendations. It is through these responsibilities that 
Zoning Commissions exercise their power to prepare Iand use policy plan updates 
(Huntington 1992, 2-3). 
It is important to recognize publicly elected officials hold the decision-making role for 
the approval process. However, there are other opportunities for involvement or access by 
the public. These will be discussed as "other citizen participation opportunities." 
The organizational structure of city government provides some clarity in the 
relationship between these participants in the development of comprehensive plans, Figure 1. 
The following is an example of a traditional organizational structure for city government. 
Many other players within the organizational structure of a local government are 
involved in the development of comprehensive plans. The greater public through election or 
appointment, directly or indirectly, places many of these participants in their role by an 
elected body. These include the chief administrator (city manager), local boards and 
commissions, city departments, intergovernmental agencies and regulatory bodies. The role 
of each of these will be discussed in the following section (So and Getzel 1988, 422). 
The formal structure for comprehensive plan development provides a predictable 
format for public ~ participation. In theory, it provides equal access for all citizens, is 
representative in nature, democratic based on a legal framework that is critical to our 
governance. It is an appropriate formal approval process. However, there appears to be 
20 
Mayor 
Legislative body 
City Council 
1 
Zoning Board 
of Adjustment 
i 
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~ Planning and ~ ~ City Manager 
Zoning 
Commission 
_L. 
Figure 1. 
L Planning 
Department 
Traditional Organizational Structure for City Government (So and Getzel 1988, 416). 
weakness within the structure to engage and empower or represent the greater public. 
Therefore, alternative forms of citizen participation have been developed over time to 
enhance the opportunity for plans to reflect the values and vision of all citizens. 
Other Citizen Participation Opportunities 
During the last half of the 20th century, there has been a recognition that citizens are 
unwilling to rely only on the elected officials through the democratic process to provide their 
representation or participation in the planning process. They have demanded a greater 
opportunity to influence their futures and the vision of their communities. They expect 
effective and meaningful participation, where they believe they were heard and they had an 
influence on decisions. They do not wish to wait to influence the outcomes of plan 
development until the public hearings near the end of the process. They wish to be involved 
at the front end when issues are identified, goals .and objectives are articulated, and 
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alternatives are considered. They may or may not expect to have a greater role in decision-
making, but they expect to have the opportunity to participate. 
Some of the factors that have led to increased desire to participate in plan 
development include concerns that the limited number of representative officials does not 
reflect the diversity of their constituents. Public hearings are not always able to create a 
forum for the full spectl:~um of discussion. Some individuals are unable to communicate 
effectively in a public hearing environment, while others may be unable to attend public 
hearings. Representation from minority groups, or others, would normally not participate and 
information is not always forwarded accurately or in its entirety: Hearings do not provide an 
opportunity for consensus, and in some cases, there is a filtering of good ideas that decision 
makers should hear. 
There are a number of techniques that provide opportunities for a broadened citizen 
participation as a means to provide elected and appointed officials information to support the 
decision-making process. They include neighborhood associations, committees, community 
activists and citizen advisory groups. It is important to recognize that these are conventional 
techniques that may or may not provide for the full spectrum of citizen participation. Several 
researchers offer a variety of perspectives on the roles and perceptions of citizen 
participation. This portion of the literature review considers these research efforts and 
findings, followed by a brief statement of the relevance to this thesis. 
Sherry A.rnstein (1969) researched citizen participation as applied in federal social 
programs during the 1960's. Through her research efforts, she introduced a typology of 
citizen participation, which included eight levels of participation. These axe grouped into 
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three major categories: nonparticipation, degrees of tokenism and degrees of citizen power 
(Arnstein 1969, 217). While this effort was focused on social programs and the citizen 
groups were under-represented minorities, the concepts she presents can relate to 
comprehensive planning and the citizen participation, particularly for under-represented 
groups. Portions of the typology do not relate directly to comprehensive planning because of 
the formal action required by state and local laws, but the concepts of participation allow us 
to consider the breadth of possibilities. 
Arnstein defines "...citizen participation as the categorical term for citizen power. It 
is the redistribution of power that enables the have-not citizens, presently excluded from the 
political and economic processes, to be deliberately. included in the future" (Arnstein 1969, 
216). 
The typology has eight levels that are arranged as rungs on a ladder to represent the 
`Ladder of Citizen Participation,' Figure 2. The definition of each rung characteristic is 
discussed as well. 
a. Non-participation —the bottom two rungs represent involvement of citizens for the 
purpose of educating them, rather than participating or contributing to the effort. 
There are two types of `non-participation' 
1. Manipulation —citizens are placed on rubberstamp advisory committees or 
advisory boards to be educated or provide their support, similar to a public 
relations vehicle for administrators. Typically, when the citizen 
participation is within this category, officials educate the citizens rather 
than the citizens participating actively in the planning efforts. Often the 
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citizens were misled and manipulated into supporting administrators' 
reports or recommendations. 
2. Therapy -- citizens participate or are engaged in activity that focuses on 
curing them of their situations rather than changing the situations for them. 
The participation takes on a therapy type approach rather than addressing 
the issues and concerns head on and targeting solutions. Again, officials 
that presume to know what the citizens need, rather than active 
involvement lead the effort to seek information. 
Citizen cantroi 
8 
4 
Delegated power 
Partnecsh i p 
Placation-
Consultation 
1 nforming 
Therapy 
Manipulation 
Figure 2. 
Degrees 
of 
citizen power 
Degrees 
of 
tokenism 
Nonparticipetion 
Eight Rungs on a Ladder of Citizen Participation (Arnstein 1969, 217). 
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b. Tokenism —the next three rungs represent involvement of citizens in a role described 
as allowing the have-nots to be heard and to have a voice, but they lack the power to 
insure their views will have influence. There are three types of `tokenism' 
1. Informing —informing citizens of their rights, responsibilities and options 
is a step toward legitimate participation, but it often results in one-way 
flow of information, officials to citizens, without feedback or negotiation 
and therefore continues to represent what officials perceive as the best 
solution. 
2. Consultation —invites citizens to express opinions, but offers no assurance 
that their concerns and ideas will be taken into account. This type of 
participation is usually in the form of surveys, meetings or public hearings. 
This type of participation takes the time of citizens but does not provide 
for full or creative exchange, only a reaction to officials ideas; therefore, it 
may not fully address the needs of citizens. 
3. Placation -involves representative citizens on boards or public bodies. 
Typically the traditional power elite out number the representatives who 
are out voted, so that the power is retained by the power-holders. While 
there is some level of influence, the citizens are still `planned for' . 
c. Citizen Power —the final three rungs represent involvement of citizens with 
increasing degrees ofdecision-making clout. There are three types of `citizen power' 
1. Partnership — involves a redistribution of power through negotiation 
between citizens and power-holders. They agree to share planning and 
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decision-making responsibilities through policy boards and committees. 
There are ground rules established that creates a give and take or 
bargaining influence on outcomes. 
2. Delegated power —provides for citizen groups to have the dominant 
decision-making authority for a plan or program. The citizens have a 
majority of the seats and exercise specific powers; they have 
accountability and are responsible. 
3. Citizen control —provides for participation that guarantees the participants 
can govern, be in full charge of the policy or managerial aspects. There 
are no intermediaries between the citizen participants and the program. 
Examples of this level of participation are typically restricted to program 
management rather than comprehensive planning (Arnstein 1969, 218-
223). 
Arnstein briefly responds to the issue of elected officials and their role to represent 
the community by raising the issue that not all situations `exercise control' over their 
representative processes many of which are situations that take advantage of minority 
popu ations. 
The typology Arnstein developed may be useful to frame the evaluation of citizen 
participation or the perception of citizen involvement in comprehensive planning as part of 
this case study. Citizen's perspective of the type of participation and level of power they 
have as part of the process is anticipated to reflect their perception of their influence in the 
plan development. 
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Similar to Arnstein's ladder of Citizen Participation, Elizabeth M. Rocha proposes a 
hierarchy of power or empowerment. She reviews the origins of empowerment then 
discusses D.C. McClelland's four stages of power related to sources of power and objects of 
power through which individuals or communities can move. She develops a ladder of 
empowerment with five rungs, moving from an individual focus to a community focus. 
Rocha articulates the .challenges of defining empowerment because not ail 
empowerment is equal, so she developed a typology to illustrate how empowerment and its 
complexities and variations can be clarified and so that practitioners can use the typology to 
understand their goals and strategies concerning empowerment (Rocha 1997, 31). 
"Empowerment came of age analytically in the 1980's, with its core concepts rooted 
in the 1960's social movements and the 1970's self help movements, researchers find its 
definition .elusive" (Rocha 1997, 31). "Empowerment in planning tends to focus primarily on 
economic development, community participation and grass roots coalitions formed around 
the provision of goods and services" (Rocha 1997, 32). 
Rocha reviews McClelland's (1975) classification of power as a basis for 
understanding empowerment and the play of the source of power against the object of power. 
McClelland's concept, Table 1, suggests, "Modes of experiencing power are learned in 
succession, more or less in the order given, each depending on the successful experience of 
the earlier ones" (Rocha 1975, 24), and that like an individual can move through stages, so 
might a community (Rocha 1997, 32). 
From this concept Rocha develops the five rung ladder of empowerment, Table 2. 
These are based on four dimensions: locus, process, goal and power experience. The. type of 
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empowerment or rungs on the ladder is developed firom `their primary emphasis: on 
individual or community empowerment, with permutations located appropriately on the 
middle rungs' (Rocha 1997, 3 3) . 
Table 1. Experiences of Power, after McClelland 1975, (Rocha 1997, 33) 
Source of Power 
Ob
jec
t o
f P
ow
er
 
Other ~ Self 
Self Power Experience Power Experience 
Stage I Stage II 
• It (God, mother, leader, 
food) strengthens me 
I strengthen, control, direct 
myself 
• Nurturing environment Autonomy 
• I gain support 
Other Power Experience Power Ex erience p 
Stage IV Stage (11 
• It (organization, laws, 
group} moves me to serve, 
influence others 
~ I have impact, influence on 
others 
Classic definition of power 
• Organizational membership Assertion 
• Togetherness Helping behavior (as a 
• Moralized action form of domination and 
control} 
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Table 2. Rocha's Five Rung Ladder of Empowerment (Rocha 1997, 34) 
Community Empowerment 
Rung 5 
Political Empowerment 
Community empowerment strictly community or 
groups operationalized through changes in public 
policy or access to community resources 
Rung 4 
Socio-Political 
Empowerment 
Community empowerment politicized link between 
individual circumstances and community conditions 
through collective social action 
Rung 3 
Mediated 
Empowerment 
Individual and community mediating between expert 
and client 
Rung 2 
Embedded 
Empowerment 
Individual in larger organizations! structure or settings 
. 
Rung 1 
Atomistic Individual 
Empowerment 
Individual as solitary unit 
Individual Empowerment 
Additionally Rocha presents the four dimensions of empowerment in the context of 
the five rungs of empowerment. These dimensions are defined a.s: 
• The dimension of locus represents the perspective from which the participant derives 
their focus and feelings of power. 
• The dimension of goal reflects the perspective from which the participant is gratified 
by their participation. 
• The dimension of process reflects the process by which the participant exercises their 
participation. 
• The dimension of power, experience reflects the expression of power by the 
participant. 
Rocha develops a comparison of the five empowerment types, or rungs, using the four 
dimensions as the criteria for comparison, Table 3. 
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Table 3. Five Empowerment. Types (Rocha 1997, 35) 
Atomistic 
Individual 
Embedded 
Individual 
Mediated Socio-Politicai Political 
Locus Individual Individual Individual 
Community 
Individual 
Community 
Community 
Goal 
.Personal 
satisfaction 
Increased coping 
ability 
Personal 
satisfaction 
Competence in 
negotiating 
daily 
environment 
Knowledge and 
information for 
proper decision- 
making 
Individual 
development 
Expanded 
access to 
community 
resources 
Expanded 
access to 
community 
services, 
goods and 
rights 
Process 
Therapy 
Daily living skills 
Self help 
Organizational 
participation 
Professional/ 
client 
relationship 
Organizational 
participation 
Collaborative 
grass-roots 
action 
Political action, 
voting, protest 
Political 
representation 
Power 
Experience 
Nurturing support Nurturing 
support 
Direct and 
control self 
Support 
Strengthen self 
Control by 
helping 
Moralized action 
Support 
Strengthen self 
Influence, 
coerce others 
Togetherness 
Influence, 
coerce others 
Assertion 
General 
Comment 
Great use to 
individual and 
individual 
problems, may 
fall short of 
addressing social 
problems 
External 
elements 
understood by 
individual to 
create control 
for self within 
systems, but 
individual not in 
control or 
influence of 
systems 
Empowerment is 
mediated by 
professional or 
expert ,outcome 
guided by 
professional 
knowledge 
openly 
discussed, can 
be negatively 
influenced 
Comprehensive 
synergistic 
manner, 
strengthens the 
potential for 
community 
empowerment 
beyond just the 
sum of it's 
individual parts 
Political action 
directed toward 
institutional 
change, focus 
is on outcomes 
rather than 
process, 
community 
resources 
garnered 
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"One critique of political empowerment is that it does not build community capacity 
with which to challenge local power relations, e.g. the power to control land use and to plan" 
(Rocha 1997, 40). 
The value to planners of Rocha's ladder of empowerment is to create a foundation for 
understanding and influence of planners. Understanding the nature of influence of how 
empowerment affects participation by citizens is beneficial for planners in order to 
understand the citizens' goals and strategies. Rocha's typology for empowerment could 
contribute to a measurement of citizen satisfaction or perception of empowerment as they 
participate in the comprehensive planning effort. 
Riad G. Mahanyi and Jeanne Guendel (1989) provide a comparison between the 
rational comprehensive planning and the political economy approach. The discussion is 
initiated in the historical context and evolution of planning at the early part of the century and 
the developments of social context in the mid century. Their discussion provides a 
comparative analysis of these two approaches in the context of procedural vs. substantive 
theory, rationality, public interest, time, space and change. 
Their conclusions identified several observations that could influence the analysis or 
interpretation of how citizens participate in comprehensive planning. First, "the procedural 
front the political economy approach notes that the parting ways with politics is not reflective 
of how planning is really practiced, and points to the dangers of depoliticizing and 
`scienticizing' the planning process in ways that isolates planning from its true clients" 
(Mahanyi and Guendel 1989, 16). Second, "political economy approach is more concerned 
with societal planning, and its unit of analysis does not stop at municipal boundaries" ...thus 
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"require integrating allocative and innovative approaches" (Mahanyi and Guendel 1989, 16). 
Third, "political economy accounts for the ideological spectrum (of citizen make-up) in 
society, and to reflect in its methodological approaches an awareness of such a spectrum" 
(Mahanyi and Guendel 1989, 17). Fourth, the significance of recognizing that "to implement 
change we must understand that time and space are interrelated and that they extend beyond 
community and are related to the future as well as the past ... this is central to the political 
economy approach" (Mahanyi and Guendel 1.989, 1 S). Finally, "the political economy 
approach emphasizes the reality of the political-economic integration that determines urban 
form and that an accurate knowledge of what to plan and when is premised on an historical 
analysis of the phenomena being planned ... and cannot be extracted from concrete and 
historical events" (Mahanyi and Guendel 1989, 12). 
This approach offers planners the perspective that traditional comprehensive planning 
processes may limit representative participation. It may not be integrated in the breadth of 
issues that the political-economic approach considers as the effort relates to time, space and 
change. As one analyzes the contributions of citizens in the development of comprehensive 
plans or perception of citizen participation, these factors may surface as impediments to the 
participation effort. 
Thomas Gaunt (1997) explores the question `Why is citizen participation lacking?' 
He proposes that a key element is communication and the role or influence participants have 
in decision-making. Gaunt articulates that citizen participation is the essence of democracy 
and that equality of the participation is critical. He discusses the distinction between genuine 
participation in decision-making from `pseudo participation', which focuses on generating a 
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`feeling of participation' without offering a role in the decision-making process (Gaunt 1994, 
2) . In such situations citizens are an object of the participation process, not subjects who are 
communicating through it (Gaunt 1994, 2). 
Warner in 1971 examined citizen participation as one-way/two-way communication 
exchange and proposed a typology based on the functional orientation of that exchange 
(Gaunt 1994, 4). This typology is represented in a hierarchical order: 
• The informational orientation that seeks to influence the decision-making process 
only through the provision of information to the decision makers or by the 
decision makers' education of the public about the choices that have already been 
made; aone-way flow of information. 
• The review orientation seeks to influence the decision-making process by 
soliciting and incorporating a citizen response to a proposed policy or action by 
the decision makers, after policy formation but before implementation; aone-way 
flow because there is not interactive exchange. 
• The interactive orientation has citizens actively analyzing and proposing 
alternatives with decision makers, often sharing in the decision-making authority, 
beginning in the initial planning stages and continuing through implementation; a 
two-way exchange (Gaunt 1994, 4) 
Gaunt proposed a research hypothesis to evaluate how citizens participate in the 
planning process through, 1) their relationship between the individuals and their communal 
and political activities, 2) the processes and techniques of involving citizens in a participation 
process in terms of communication and group dynamics, and 3) participant satisfaction with 
difference participation programs and activities (Gaunt 1994, 12-13). The missing element 
that Gaunt researched is the process of participation as it is related to the extent of citizen 
influence in the decision-making of a particular project. 
Gaunt developed a research study to understand these activities. His findings were 
the following: 1) the number of consumer participants increases as more interactive 
participation processes are utilized; 2) placing importance of the participation process on 
active consumer participation; 3) the participation process is related to the extent of citizen 
influence and 4) based on a relationship between the process used and the social network 
generated from the process and the influence achieved by citizens. This focuses attention on 
the importance of the process of citizen participation. Gaunt states that, 
Citizen participation, defined as citizens having influence in decision-making, is 
optimally achieved through the use of all three structural orientations (informing, 
review, interactive). Citizen influence in the decision-making process is minimal in 
the informing processes of citizen participation. If the opportunity for citizens to 
influence the decision-making process in community development projects is valued, 
then the process of citizen participation needs to include opportunities for citizens to 
interact fully with other participants in designing and carrying out projects together 
(Gaunt 1997, 31). 
There are varieties of citizen participation processes that are effective depending on 
the nature or purpose of the communication or participation. These should be distinguished 
to avoid using a process that does not respond to the intent. 
• Citizen Education where citizens are solicited for their needs and educated about 
programs or polices; 
• Citizen Review, where citizens are invited to respond to a set of policy or program 
alternatives before their implementations; and 
• Citizen Participation, where citizens are engaged in an ongoing dialogue with 
governmental decision makers on identifying problems and alternative policy 
responses (Gaunt 1997, 32). 
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Gaunt concludes that, 
If citizen participation is invoked as an interactive process it demands more time, 
resources and change of attitude by local governments. Public officials must begin 
to perceive and relate to citizens as `collaborators' and `co-producers' in 
policymaking and program implementation. This attitude change is not easy. Goals 
of participation need to be consistent with the participation goals of the project. The 
local governments and community organizations need to assert clearly their 
expectations for citizen influence. The communication needs to be two-way and is , 
particularly important when there are differences in race, class or gender for taxgeted 
programs. The more homogeneous a population there is less danger of 
misunderstanding and ignorance. The idea of delegated power is probably reviewed 
as a Level of risk that staff and elected officials are unwilling to take (Gaunt 1994, 
33). 
Gaunt has linked citizen participation to process through his research._ This effort allows 
for a more purposeful evaluation of the process used for citizen ~ participation in the context of 
desired outcomes especially as it relates to the citizen's perception of influence and benefit. 
The findings of his work may relate to this case study. 
Judith E. Innes (1968) indicates that planners talk and interact, and through 
communicative practice, they influence public action. How planners communicate, the 
various types of information and process all contribute to public action. Historically, 
planners were trained to operate in an objective approach to analyze and present information 
to decision makers. Innes challenges that this is not the reality and that value-neutral 
expertise is no longer widely accepted. Through her research background she proposes to 
"lay the foundation for a new conceptual framework for understanding, studying, and 
teaching the role of information in planning and to identify its implications for planning 
practice and education" (Innes 1998, 54). 
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Innes proposes that for information to be influential it needs to "represent a socially 
constructed and shared understanding created in the community of policy actors" (Innes 
1998, 56). Information influences planning and public action by becoming embedded in the 
thought, practices, and institutions of a community and thereby influencing actions. When 
information is most influential it is also most invisible. It influences most when it is part of 
policy participants' assumptions and their problem definitions, which they rarely examine. 
She goes on to indicate that information is discussed and validated within the 
consensus building process matters to the group. Stakeholders engage in face-to-face 
deliberations, seeking consensually based strategies of action to address issues and policy. If 
citizens go through a process of understanding the information they will be better prepared to 
understand the problems. Then, the formation of policy and implications of the policy can 
generate consensus for such a policy. She suggests that this allows stakeholders to have 
understanding of how information impacts policy and therefore the vision of what is being 
planned, rather than having an understanding later. 
Innes discusses the importance of a variety of types of information used to build 
consensus around the vision for planning, 1) technical, formal or scientifically validated 
information, 2) participants' own experience, 3) the stories participants told from a historical 
or observatory perspective, 4) the images and representations used in discussions and 
5) intuition, the participant's personal sense of the situations (Innes 1998, 58-59). 
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Innes suggests several principals, which can be applied .to evaluate communicative 
rationality, 
1. Individuals representing ail the important interests in the issues must be at the 
table. 
2. All must be equally empowered in the discussion. 
3. Discussion must be carried on in terms of good reasons. 
4. Allow all claims and assumptions to be questioned, alI constraints to be tested. 
S . Participants should be able to assess speaker's claims in terms of four tests 
a. Speak sincerely and honestly. 
b. Legitimate position to say what they do, credentials or experience. 
c. Speak comprehensively. 
d. Be factually accurate. 
6. Group should seek consensus (Innes 1998, 60). 
. Innes urges planners to place more emphasis on broader forms of information rather 
than just the technical aspects. 
The significance of Innes concepts relates to the value of citizen participation in the 
planning process, the need to have broad based representation sharing information in a 
number of ways and building consensuses on shared values and vision so that there is a 
common understanding of the problems and the policy that is being developed. 
Role of Participants 
The participants in the planning process are quite varied due to the broad nature of the 
definition of participation, which can effectively include all citizens in the community, hence 
the discussion in the previous section, Citizen Participation. This section of the literature 
review focuses on the various roles of participants in both the formal participation and other 
forms of participation. 
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In the formal process, the local pubic authority, such as the city council, mayor, city 
manager, planning commission or a city planner, initiates the comprehensive planning 
process. The city planner is often the director of the planning effort; city planning staff or a 
consultant may perform the work. The participants in the development of the plan include 
legislators, mayor, manager, planning commissioners, planning staff and the public. The 
public typically includes local businesspersons, lending institutions, developers, industrialist, 
special interest groups and members of the community at large. 
In most cases, the planning commission is responsible for developing a 
comprehensive plan and recommending it to the legislative unit, city council, for public 
hearing and adoption. The adopted plan serves as a set of policy guidelines that govern local 
development decisions, including zoning decisions, capital improvements, budgeting and 
policy responses to detailed issues. The plan/policy should be reviewed periodically to 
evaluate how a change within the community influences the plan goals and vision. The plan 
should be modified to develop new policies or remove policies no longer applicable. 
Many other players within the organizational structure of a local government are 
involved in the development of comprehensive plans. The greater public through election or 
appointment, directly or indirectly, places many of these participants in their role by an 
elected body. These include the chief administrator (city manager), local boards and 
commissions, city departments, intergovernmental agencies and regulatory bodies (So and 
Getzel 1988, 422). 
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The administrative leadership for the plan development is provided by the city planner or 
planning department. The relationship between planning department and other city units is as 
follows: 
• Chief administrator: this relationship is extremely important especially in council-
manager or strong mayor form of government. Chief administrator influences 
operational issues to long-range policy questions, initiates new programs priority 
review and garners support of other administrative units. 
• Legislative body: the ultimate audience for the recommendations of policy and 
programs passes laws, adopts budget and is final decision maker of policy issues. 
• Local boards and corrunissions: most direct and formal interaction with planning 
commission and zoning boards, but also school boards, park and recreation 
commission, water, electric, sewer or other utility boards, to insure coordinating 
community development, utility, transportation and schools and other public 
facilities. 
• Line departments: (garbage, street repairs, fire fighters, public safety) interaction 
and mandatory referral, service role, line departments in capital budgeting 
• Intergoverrunental relations: local, metropolitan, county, state and national level 
can affect a particular community in profound ways; these include utilities, 
highways, interstate, hospitals recreation facilities, higher education facilities and 
environmental regulations (So and Getzel 1988, 423-427). 
These units axe an integral part of the planning process similarly, yet different from 
citizens and the elected officials. 
Citizen participation is inclusive of a variety of less formal participation opportunities, 
these can be more or less effective depending on the purpose and the level of empowerment 
the citizens are provided. The techniques include: 
• Conununity forums 
• Surveys 
• Public meetings 
• Exhibitions 
• Community action groups 
• Communication; newspapers, mailings, radio, television 
• Workshops 
• Advisory committees 
• Special taskforces 
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Public participation is critical to the successful development, adoption and 
implementation of a comprehensive plan. The process for public participation, the breadth of 
representation and the level of empowerment or influence of the participants is equally 
important. There are typologies that can be used with the public to enable them to 
'communicate their perception of their involvement and the effectiveness of their 
involvement. Public participation has .changed over time, with citizens desiring an 
opportunity to be involved from beginning to end. It can occur in a number of different 
methods, but the method needs to match the involvement. The citizens need to believe their 
participation in the process had influence and value. The planning effort needs to be 
integrated to include the political-economic approach as well as the traditional 
comprehensive plan. 
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CHAPTER 3. AMES LAND USE POLICY PLANNING PROCESS 
Introduction 
This chapter provides a documentary perspective on the City of Ames Land Use 
Policy Plan (LUPP) and Regulation revision processes developed from 1993 to 2000. It 
examines the impetus for the plan update, processes, citizen participation and representation 
and their structure. The conclusion provides a list of general observations. 
In the budgeting process for fiscal yeax 1993, the City Planner proposed to the City 
Council that the City of Ames update the Land Use Policy Plan. There were several reasons 
for this proposal: 
1. The current LUPP was six years old at the time and had not been updated or 
revised to reflect changing land use pressures. 
2. The City was experiencing. resurgence in growth in residential, commercial and 
industrial activities. 
3. A significant focus has been placed on commercial revitalization in an effort of 
expand commercial viability of existing commercial centers. 
4. Recent efforts focused on preserving the built environment, including historic 
preservation, affordable housing preservation, and existing neighborhoods. 
5. A need to establish a closer link between the City's LUPP and Capital 
Improvements Program. 
6. The LUPP should more closely implement the ideas of the Ames Plan. 
7. The Chamber of Commerce recommended that the City Council revise the 
zoning ordinance and subdivision regulations. 
(City of Ames City Council meeting minutes, 1993 ) 
The City Council approved the proposal to update the Land Use Policy Plan through the 
budget approval process for Fiscal Year 1993/1994. In the spring of 1993, the Department of 
Planning and Housing staff proceeded to retain professional planning services. The 
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consultant services focused. on an update to the Comprehensive Land Use Plan and the 
Zoning .and Subdivision Ordinances. 
City of Ames Background 
The City of Ames is located in central Iowa,, approximately 3 0 minutes north of the 
state capitol, Des Moines. when the Land Use Planning Process began, the city had over 
47,000 residents, including over 25,000 students enrolled at Iowa State University. The city 
encompasses over 21 square miles of land and is a regional center for medical services and 
shopping. There are varieties of residential neighborhoods in the community and varied 
parkland. The industrial base is generally light industrial and diverse with significant focus 
on agricultural influence. The University and the Iowa Department of Transportation 
influence the land ownership pattern and contribute to the economy of the City. 
The City was incorporated in 1869 and the form of government is Council-Mayor. 
The services include public safety, public works, culture, recreation, community 
development, municipal hospital and public transportation, (Request for Qualifications 1993, 
2) 
The Ames Iowa Land Use Policy Planning Process 
The proposed consultant planning process and citizen participation was part of the 
content for the evaluation in the consultant selection. This allowed the city to integrate 
citizen participation in the process from the beginning. This section will briefly review the 
consultant selection and contract as it becomes the foundation for the planning process and 
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citizen participation. The City of Ames used a multiple step process to select a consultant. 
The steps included a Request for Qualifications (RFQ), Request for Proposal(RFP) and 
interviews. The Contract Terms and Plan Development Process were negotiated after the 
firm was selected. 
Consultant Selection Process 
In April 1993, the Planning Director prepared a Request for Qualifications (RFQ) for 
planning and ordinance assistance. Thirty-eight firms responded. A committee comprised 
of one City Council member, one Planning and Zoning Commission member, two staff 
merr~bers, and the Chair of the Community and Regional Planning Department at Iowa State 
University was established to conduct the consultant selection process. The committee 
identified nine firms to contact for additional information. This information was sought 
through a Request for Proposal (RFP) process. 
In June 1993 nine firms received the Request for Proposal (RFP). The information 
included city background, scope of services definition, budget, schedule expectations, 
contract requirements, selection process and criteria. The document explained the planning 
process and desire for public participation. 
"The Planning Process -consultants are expected to incorporate citizen participation and 
education from the diverse groups of members of the Ames community including; 
neighborhood associations, students, Chamber of Commerce, commercial betterment 
associations, university officials and county officials. The citizen participation process 
could include advisory committees, focus groups, neighborhood meetings, public 
meetings, public hearings and other techniques. Proposals are expected to detail citizen 
participation as well as public hearing requirements provided in Chapter 414 of the Code 
of Iowa. Additionally, the City Council and Planning and Zoning Commission will meet 
as required to facilitate plan preparation" (City of Ames Request For Proposal 1993). 
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The committee received RFP responses and evaluated the submitted materials based on 
the criteria outlined in the RFP. Reference calls were conducted. The committee identified 
four firms to interview in August of 1993. The firms were interviewed and the committee 
made their selection. 
Two firms were identified to work together as a team on the Ames project. They 
were selected because of their special expertise in their respective portions of the project. 
R:M Plan Group, from Nashville, Tennessee, is noted for their strengths in Comprehensive 
Planning and Robinson and Cole, from Hartford, Connecticut, have expertise in land use 
regulations and Zoning/Subdivision Codes. 
In September of 1993, the City Council received and approved the recommendation to 
retain the consulting firms of ~ Plan Group and Robinson and Cole. The contract between 
the consultants and the city contains a scope of services. These were identified as eight tasks 
that serve to organize the citizen participation and the planning process. The tasks served as 
the organizational structure for the presentation of the planning process and citizen 
participation. These tasks are briefly explained below, note the citizen participation is 
highlighted. 
Purpose — 
To update the Land Use Policy Plan and revise the Zoning and Subdivision 
Ordinances of the City, 
Task A -Community Participation; 
A vision exercise will be developed to establish a framework for future of the 
City through the Plan and Ordinances. The vision should address urban form, 
quality, infill/expansion, density and intensity, preservation/redevelopment 
and land development process. The product will be a technical report. 
Community Participation to provide input and guidance would be through the 
following groups; 
1. Planning Policy Committee, broad based committee of leaders representing a 
wide array of interest groups. 
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2. Focus Groups to provide special knowledge in technical areas, including 
neighborhood issues, economic development/business, land development 
process, institutional and public art issues. 
3. Planning and Zoning Commission would give recommendations to the City 
Council as major components of the Plan and Ordinances are finalized. 
4. City Council would be requested to take final action on the approval of all 
major components of the Plan and Ordinances. 
5. Technical Advisory Team consisting of Directors from Public Works, Parks 
and Recreation, Cy-Ride Transit and Planning and Housing. 
6. Community-at-Large would be invited to make input into the Plan and 
Ordinances through two community-wide meetings, one at the outset and one 
at the preliminary draft stage. 
Task B -Organizational Review and Resource Availability Analysis 
The consultant will meet with City Manager and Planning Director to 
review work plan, project schedule, staff assignments and work products. 
They will collect and assess the information. They will conduct interview 
with Mayor, City Council, Planning and Zoning Commission, citizens, 
developers, business and industry leaders, ISU officials and other 
community stakeholders. 
Task C -Goals, Objectives and Policies for Growth and Development Process 
The consultant develops a series of goal statements that creates the foundation 
for the Plan and Ordinances. 
Task D -Needs Assessment 
The consultant will analyze trends, specified information and analysis 
techniques are discussed for each area of consideration. 
Task E -Developing Alternative Growth and Development Options 
The consultant will prepare three to five alternative growth scenarios based on 
results of the needs assessment. 
Task F -Implementation Program 
The consultant will integrate its recommendations with the City's land use 
statistical data base, revise Zoning and Subdivision Ordinances in format of 
the Municipal Code, and review techniques for obtaining adequate 
infrastructure and financing. 
Task G -Draft Reports 
The consultant will prepare a draft LUPP report, zoning ordinance and 
subdivision regulations. 
Task H -Final Reports 
The consultant will prepare a final LUPP report, zoning ordinance and 
subdivision regulations, (R:M Group Agreement for Consulting Services 1993, 
Exhibit A 1-13) . 
The Agreement fee was negotiated; the project was expected to be completed within 
eighteen months. The terms of the contract agreement were approved by the City Council. 
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Land Use Policy Plan Development Process 
The Land Use Policy Plan development followed the consultant's task outlined in the 
scope of services. This section of the review retraces the plan development stages including 
citizen participation and reports generated. 
A Schedule Outline Chart (Figure 3) for each subtask of the LUPP follows on the 
next page. This schedule served as a guide to the planning process used in the development 
of the Ames LUPP. It follows the multi-task organizational approach presented in the scope 
of services. The schedule served as a quick reference for the steps in the process, 
opportunities for input and the period to accomplish the work. The chart provides an
overview for the following discussion. 
Task A -Community Participation 
The consultants proposed an overall organization for the participation structure for the 
LUPP process, which was adopted by the City. This structure is illustrated in the 
Organization Chart (Figure 4) proposed by the consultant. The chart represents the 
relationship between the various units. The focus of the organizational structure is the City 
of Ames, which includes the City Council and Planning and Zoning Commission. The Policy 
Committee, Department of Planning and Housing and the Focus Groups are responsible to 
the City. The consultant is responsible to the Department of Planning and Housing. 
The consultant provided a chart to represent the decision-making structure for the 
planning process to the City in the fall of 1993 (Figure 5). The chart outlines the relationship 
between the various groups. The chart clarifies the citizen participation through 
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Decision-making from Request for Proposal (RM Plan Group, 1993) 
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the organizational structure of the planning process. It represents the flow of information and 
decision-making through the planning process. The chart provides focus on the role of the 
City Council, Planning and Zoning Commission as a decision team. The Planning Policy 
Committee is represented as a central focal point for the citizen participation. The focus 
groups include the Code Review Committee, Chamber Land Use Task Force, Neighborhood 
Focus Groups and Quality of Life Task Force interacting with the Planning Policy 
Committee. It is important to notice the information conveyed in Figures 4 and S conflicts. 
In Figure 4,~the focus groups report to the City of Ames: in Figure 5 the focus groups report 
to the Planning Policy Committee. 
There were several ways that participation and communication were ~ established to 
provide for public input as a part of the plan development and code revision processes. 
These ways were outlined in the Agreement with the consultant, including, informal 
meetings, public meetings, issue identification, reaction to technical memorandums, 
interviews, news articles, editorials, newsletters and radio talk show. Several committees and 
task forces were proposed. The nature of the committees and representation evolved over the 
first four to six months, but once defined served through the Land Use Planning Policy 
process. The various committees, both formal and informal included: 
Clty COl1Ilc11 
The City Council was initially intended to serve as adecision-making body, removed 
from the direct process allowing the Planning Policy Committee to serve as the 
primary advisory role. City Council officials are elected through public elections and 
are therefore representative of the community in the context of that process. 
Planning and Zoning Commission 
The Planning and Zoning Commission provided input throughout the process as a 
first level decision-making body after the Planning Policy Committee completed its 
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work. Commissioners are appointed by the Mayor and approved by City Council. 
Ideally they are representative of the community by the nature of their, appointments. 
Planning Policy Committee 
A broad-based committee made up of leaders representing a wide array of interest 
groups in Ames. These interest groups include representatives or community 
perspectives of: the City Council, Planning and Zoning Commission, Neighborhood 
Associations, Developers, Rental Property, Business/Retail, Industrial, Citizen, 
Chamber of Commerce, Historic Preservation, Environmental, League of Women 
Voters, Student/Renter, Iowa State University, Public School District and County. 
The group provided overall guidance in the preparation of the Plan and revisions to 
Ordinances. The goal for the group was to provide acommunity. -wide approach to 
advising the consultant rather than special interests. The committee consisted of 15 
citizens selected to represent a variety of perspectives. These include, neighborhoods, 
development, business, education, special interest, citizens at large, city council and 
planning and zoning. 
Code Review Committee 
Initially known as the Land Development Process Focus Group, was composed of 
representatives of the development community, residential neighborhoods and Iowa 
State University. This committee reviewed proposed zoning and subdivision 
regulations as written by the consultants in response to the guidance provided within 
the updated LUPP. The committee consisted of 14 citizens selected to represent 
professionals involved in code implementation, developers, neighborhoods and 
citizens at large. 
Quality of Life Task Force 
This special interest group was self initiated to represent a perspective of quality of 
life issues as the LUPP process developed. Representation included members of a 
variety of natural resources organizations, cyclists, local government and institutions. 
Their interests focused on encouraging a reasonable and balanced discussion about 
growth and development with in the community and to provide professional input to 
the decision-making process. The committee consisted of 1 S citizens selected to 
represent technical expertise, environmental, recreation, special interests and citizens 
at large. 
Neighborhood Focus Group 
This group represents residential neighborhoods from throughout Ames. Members of 
this group were asked to provide input about neighborhood land use concerns. The 
group provided reaction to various technical memorandums and proposals as the 
LUPP developed. Approximately 7 of the 30 registered neighborhoods participated in 
this focus group. Many neighborhoods participated in public meetings as well. The 
committee consisted of 7 citizens, six active in the community neighborhood 
associations and one citizen at large. 
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Land Use Policy Advisory Task Force 
This special interest group was formed by the Ames Chamber of Commerce and 
Ames Economic Development Commission to provided input from the business, 
commercial and development perspective on the land use policy and regulations. The 
committee was appointed by the Chamber and AFDC and consisted of approximately 
10 citizens. The committee included professionals in design and law, business 
owners and developers. 
Environmental Focus Group 
Initially a separate group that eventually combined with the Quality of Life Task 
Force. 
Park and Recreation Focus Group 
This special interest group was self initiated to represent a perspective of park and 
recreation issues as the LUPP process developed. The group was active in a parallel 
process to identify criteria and potential solutions to address community park needs. 
The group worked through the technical staff process, rather than in the public 
process. 
Other
In the winter of 1996 a Village Conference was held on the Iowa State University 
campus. The conference was hosted by a small group of citizens to develop 
awareness for the concept of village residential land use. Members of the LUPP 
process were invited to attend. Guest speakers included practitioners and educators 
knowledgeable in the concepts. The conference was well attended and provided a 
common basis for members of the community to discuss the village residential 
concept. 
At Large 
Citizens-at-large had opportunities to participate in several public meetings and public 
hearings. Many citizens chose to submit written comments to the Planning Policy 
Committee, Planning and Zoning Commission and City Council. 
The participation in Task A can be discussed at two levels, first, the development of 
the organizational structure for citizen participation and, second, the actual citizen 
participation through the whole Land Use Planning Process. The participation in the 
development of the ,organizational structure for citizen participation was limited to the 
consultant and city staff with the approval of City Council. 
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The actual citizen participation through the whole Land Use Planning Process is the 
focus of this study. It will be reviewed as part of the discussion of each task. 
Table 4. Task A -Citizen Participation Activity. 
Participated Nature or Action of Participation 
City Council Yes Approval of Consultant Agreement 
City Staff ~ Yes Agreement Negotiation, including 
citizen participation component 
Planning and Zoning 
Commission 
Technical Advisory Team 
Community At-Large 
Planning Policy 
Committee 
Code Review Committee 
Neighborhood Focus 
Group 
Quality of Life Task Force 
CC/AEDC Land Use 
Policy Advisory Task 
Force 
Consultant Yes 
Notes: 
Time planned for Task A - 18.5 months, this task was considered on-going throughout the 
Land Use Planning Process. 
Time taken to complete Task A — 79 months, this task overlapped all tasks and reflects the 
entire plan development process. 
Task B -Organizational Review and Resource Availability Analysis 
This task consisted of two parts: first, city staff providing the consultant with 
information and, second, the consultants interviewing members of the community. The 
information provided by city staff was primarily _ in the form of reports, maps, documents and 
statistical data on population, housing, employment, land use, infrastructure, and other 
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background. The consultants would eventually use the information to provide analysis of the 
needs and opportunities for the community. 
The consultant team conducted athree-day investigative trip to Ames on October 24, 
25 and 26 in 1993. Interviews were conducted with over 60 individuals from various factions 
of the community including, business organizations, civic groups, real estate and 
development community, neighborhood organizations, commercial associations, government 
officials and the university: 
Those interviewed were asked a series of questions to probe for information to help 
consultants identify issues, planning strengths and vision. Groups were asked to identify 
important issues that would impact the future development of Ames; to identify strengths and 
weaknesses; the greatest planning/development accomplishment in the recent 5 to 8 years; 
something that they would like to change in planning/development which occurred in the 
most recent 5 years; and what their. vision of Ames would be for the next 20 years. Technical 
Memorandum No. 1 was generated on October 29, 1993 as a summary of these meetings. 
The various individuals gave many perspectives, and several key issues were identified. 
On January 26, 1994, a Public Meeting was held to provide citizens and members of 
the various City commissions, boards and committees the opportunity to listen to an update 
presentation by the consultant on the LUPP, Zoning Ordinance and Subdivision Regulations. 
The focus of the presentation was to explain the overall process and the opportunities for 
citizen input. 
It was during this same time that the Council was considering the membership on the 
Policy Planning Committee. The initial committee make-up was expanded to address 
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concerns from the Chamber of Commerce and Ames Economic Development Group and the 
Neighborhood Associations. The Council approved the Policy Planning Committee in 
January 1994. 
The participation in this task was broad. No formal decision-making was required or 
taken on Technical Memorandum No. 1. The Council approved the Policy Planning 
Committee. 
Table 5. Task B -Organizational Review and Resource Availability Analysis Activity 
Participated Nature or Action of Participation 
City Council Yes ~ Interviews, public meeting and 
Committee approval 
City Staff Yes Information collection, to consultant and 
interviews, public meeting, document 
distribution 
Planning and Zoning 
Commission 
Yes Interviews, public meeting 
Technical Advisory Team 
Community At-Large Yes Public meeting, interviews as selected 
Planning Policy 
Committee 
Code Review Committee 
Neighborhood Focus 
Group 
Quality of Life Task Force . 
CC/AFDC Land Use 
Policy Advisory Task 
Force 
Consultant Yes Received information to analyze, 
conducted interviews, prepared 
Technical Memorandum No. 1 and 
presented 
Notes: 
Time planned for Task B - 1.5 months. 
Time taken to complete Task B — 3.5 months. 
Elapsed time — 3.5 months 
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Task C —Goals, Objectives and Policies for Growth and Development Process 
In January 1994, the consultants held a six hour Visioning Workshop over two days. 
The purpose of the workshop was to identify shared ideas for the future of the community, 
identify initial goals and objectives to guide the long-term vision and identify a general 
framework for implementing the vision, or the policy. The participation included individuals 
from the community including business organizations, civic groups, real estate and 
development community, neighborhood organizations, commercial associations, government 
officials and the university. 
The consultant submitted vision statements in the form of a `notebook' for 
community based review on the workshop. The vision statements were presented to the 
community at a Public Meeting on February 7, 1994. Several members of the community 
provided clarifications to these statements. Participants included~members of the Council, 
Planning and Zoning Commission and the Technical Advisory Team. 
The community spent considerable time translating the vision statement into the 
language that eventually became Technical Memorandums No. S and No. 6. Technical 
Memorandum No. 5 (Policy Options, Initial Identification) and Technical Memorandum No. 
6 (Development Goals, Objectives and Policies) were paired together because they were 
discussed and developed in the community. These technical memorandums were the basis 
for Task E —Developing Alternative Growth and Development Options. These two 
memorandums were drafted, reviewed, discussed and re-drafted for over twelve months. 
Newsletters were distributed to citizens, the local newspaper carried articles, editorials and 
letters to the editor and the local radio station covered the progress through its news and 
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special programming. The Planning Policy Committee held a workshop on the contents of 
the technical memorandums. Citizens spoke as individuals and as members of special 
interest groups at public meetings held by the Planning Policy Committee, Planning and 
Zoning Commission and City Council. Many citizens, members of task forces and special 
interest groups wrote letters to the Planning Policy Committee and City Council. City staff 
held separate meetings with focus groups and special interest groups to facilitate 
understanding and receive constructive feedback to these memorandums. . 
In July 1994, the planning consultant submitted Technical Memorandum No. 5 for 
review. In August 1994, they submitted Technical Memorandum No. 6 for review. These 
documents were intended to outline a basis for the Alternative Growth Options. Technical 
memorandum No. 5 then raised five major policy questions for community discussion. This 
memorandum raises questions and issues that serve as the foundation for Memorandum No. 
6. 
There were numerous meetings to acquire input firom the community about the 
document. It is estimated that over 20 meetings were conducted with various groups 
including, City Council, Planning and Zoning Commission, Planning Policy Committee, 
Neighborhood Focus Group, Quality of Life Focus Group, Chamber Land Use Group, 
Chamber Board of Directors, AFDC Board, Story County Planning, Ames Park and 
Recreation Commission, five Neighborhoods and three service clubs. Copies of the 
memorandum were provided to additional groups. Additionally, in February 1995, a 
community approximately 200 people attended wide meeting with comments by 25 
individuals representing various groups. The consultant attended the meeting to receive input 
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regarding the goals. The initial document contained five goals, which were expanded to ten 
goals in the final document including policies and priorities for new areas of growth, capital 
investment strategies, community quality of life issues, transportation and commercial issues. 
In June 1995, the City Council, Planning and Zoning Commission and Planning 
Policy Committee held a special meeting to discuss Technical Memorandum No. 6. Each of 
the goals and objectives were discussed. Direction was provided to the consultant. During 
this period, the Planning Policy Committee recommended approval of Technical 
Memorandum No. 6. The City Council approved Technical Memorandum No. 6 in August 
1995, after 19 months from its initiation. The action of the City Council allowed the 
planning consultant to proceed with the development of Alternative Growth Options. 
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Table 6. Task C —Goals, Objectives and Policies for Growth and Development Process 
Participated Nature or Action of Participation 
City Council Yes Vision workshop, public meetings and 
Approval of Technical Memorandums 
City Staff Yes Information collection, meeting 
facilitation, public meetings, workshops, 
interviews, newsletters, communication 
between committees and public 
Planning and Zoning 
Commission 
Yes Vision workshop, public meetings 
Technical Advisory Team Yes Vision workshop, review technical 
memorandums and comment 
Community At-Large Yes Vision workshop, public meetings, 
written and verbal comments on 
technical memorandums 
Planning Policy 
Committee 
Yes Vision workshop, comments on 
technical memorandums, public 
meetings, written and verbal comments 
on technical memorandums 
Code Review Committee Yes Vision workshop, public meetings, 
awareness of issues on technical 
memorandums 
Neighborhood Focus 
Group 
Yes Vision workshop, public meetings, 
written and verbal comments on 
technical memorandums 
Quality of Life Task Force Yes Vision workshop, public meetings, 
written and verbal comments on 
technical memorandums 
CC/AEDC Land Use 
Policy Advisory Task 
Force 
Yes Vision workshop, public meetings, 
written and verbal comments on 
technical memorandums 
Consultant Yes Facilitated Vision workshop, prepared 
Vision Statement, drafted, presented and 
finalized technical memorandums 
Notes: 
Time planned for Task C - 2 months. 
Time taken to complete Task C — 19 months. 
Total time elapsed — 22.5 months 
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Task D -Needs Assessment 
The consultant analyzed the technical information through the needs assessment 
phase of the process. This phase would serve to identify past trends, current status and future 
projections of measurable community characteristics. These would serve as a basis for the 
development of goal statements, specific objectives and development policies for growth. 
In March of 1994, a tour of residential neighborhoods was conducted. 
Representatives of 14 neighborhoods throughout the community described the Land use issues 
for their areas. A policy workshop with the Planning Policy Committee, City Council and 
Planning and Zoning Commission was conducted to review Vision Statements, the draft 
Goals and Objectives, draft Development Policies and the revised Regulations and 
Ordinance. These workshops in addition to the analysis of information from Task B served 
in part to support the Growth Determinants. 
On May 2, 1994, the consultant issued Technical Memorandum No. 3 -Growth 
Determinants. Committees and focus groups were invited to review the memorandum and 
provide comment and reactions to Planning staff and the Planning Policy Committee. The 
committee reviewed the document at four meetings until they took action in July. 
Technical Memorandum No. ~ 4 —Needs Assessment and Analysis of Community was 
presented and reviewed in July 1994 by the Planning Policy Committee. The Committee 
suggested minor changes in both Technical Memorandums Nos. 3 and 4, then endorsed and 
forwarded the memorandums to City Council. 
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The City Council and Planning and Zoning Commission held a j oint meeting in July 
1994. They reviewed the growth determinants. There was notable discussion. The 
consultant made minor adjustments to the memorandum and proceeded. 
During this period, the Quality of Life task force met with the consultant to express 
the focus of their concerns regarding quality of life issues in the plan development. This 
group met frequently, collected information from other communities on issues of concern 
with the intention of addressing these concerns throughout the plan process. 
Table 7.. Task D -Needs Assessment Activity 
Participated Nature or Action of Participation 
City Council Yes Joint meeting with Planning and Zoning 
Commission to review Technical 
Memorandums 
City Staff Yes Information collection, public meetings, 
document distribution, communication 
Planning and Zoning 
Commission 
Yes Public meeting with City Council 
Technical Advisory Team Yes Review and comment on technical 
memorandums 
Community At-Large Yes Public meeting, eview and comment on 
technical memorandums 
Planning Policy 
Committee 
Yes Review and comment on technical 
memorandums 
Code Review Committee Yes Review and comment on technical 
memorandums 
Neighborhood Focus 
Group 
Yes Review and comment on technical 
memorandums 
Quality of Life Task Force Yes Review and comment on technical 
memorandums 
CC/AEDC Land Use 
Policy Advisory Task 
Force 
Yes Review and comment on technical 
memorandums 
Consultant Yes Prepared Technical Memorandums No. 
3 and 4, revised and finalized 
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Notes: 
Time planned for Task D — 2. S months 
Time taken to complete Task D — 3 months 
Total time elapsed — Task D was concurrent with Task C, no added time, 19. S months 
Task E -Alternative Growth Options 
In October 1995, the Planning Policy Committee met for a presentation of the 
alternative growth options by the consultant in on videotape. The presentation was marginal 
in terms of graphics and communication of this phase of the plan preparation. The video 
provided an opportunity for the committee to receive the information, consider the 
implications before an interactive meeting with the consultant. 
In November, the video presentation of alternative growth options was presented to 
the community of Ames at a public meeting. The video was followed by a live presentation, 
Growth Options Workshop. The workshop was held in December 1995, with very little 
added information. The Mayor, City Council, Planning and Zoning Commission, Planning 
Policy Committee, other focus groups and the general public attended this meeting. After the 
presentation, there was an opportunity for public and Planning Policy Committee input. The 
consultant received comments, revised the proposal and submitted the Growth Options to the 
City Council at their February 6, 1996 meeting, when the council approved the options. The 
approval of these options allowed the consultant to begin to draft the Land Use Policy Plan 
document. The receipt and approval of this document will be addressed in Task G -- Draft 
Reports. 
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Table 8. Task E —Developing Alternative Growth and Development Options Activity 
Participated Nature or Action of Participation 
City Council Yes Review and comment, public meeting 
and approval 
City Staff Yes Review and comment, public meeting 
Planning and Zoning ~ 
Commission 
Yes Review and comment, public meeting 
Technical Advisory Team ? No documentation, suspect participation 
Community At-Large Yes Public meeting 
Planning Policy 
Committee 
Yes Review and comment, public meeting 
Code Review Committee Yes Review and comment 
Neighborhood Focus 
Group 
Yes Review and comment 
Quality of Life Task Force Yes Review and comment 
CC/AFDC Land Use 
Policy Advisory Task 
Force 
Yes Review and comment 
Consultant Yes Generated plans, revised and presented 
Notes: 
Time planned for Task E — 2 months 
Time taken to complete Task E = 8 months, from completion of Task C 
Total time elapsed — 29.5 months 
Task F -Implementation 
The implementation phase of the Land Use Policy Plan (LUPP) process is the 
development of the zoning ordinance and subdivision regulations. A public meeting was 
held in May 1994 to provide the Code Review Committee with zoning and subdivision 
regulations information from citizens, and various committees and task forces participating in 
the LUPP process. The issues identified were broad and occasionally conflicted. These 
issues provided the Code Review Committee, Planning Policy Committee, City Council, and 
consultants with a focus and sense of priority regarding these concerns of the community. 
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The consultant began working on portions of the code updates in the spring of 1994. 
The focus was on portions of the documents that did not need to respond to specifics of the 
LUPP. The update was intended to review the code for compliance with changes in state law 
and judicial action, to organize and write the code in an easily understandable form and 
language, and finally to incorporate new policies proposed in the Land Use Plan. 
The Code Review Committee met over 30 times to review the consultant's 
development of the Zoning Code and Subdivision Regulations. Initial meetings began in 
March 1994. The consultant and committee worked through a substantial part of these 
regulatory documents until May 1996. The Code Review Committee met with the City 
Council to discuss issues within the proposed code that the committee was unable to resolve. 
These issues would eventually be addressed as part of the Land Use Policy Plan and were 
political in nature. Therefore, the Council, rather than a representative citizen group resolved 
the issues. It was determined in May 1996 that the code review work could not proceed until 
the Land Use Policy Pian documents were approved. The remaining portions of the code 
work related directly to the contents of the Plan. The public participation to this point was 
through the visioning workshop and the public meeting. 
During the early portion of the Code Review Committee work, two training sessions 
were held to provide a common background for the committee members. The first session 
was on purpose and content of the codes. The second session focused on national trends and 
changes in code development. 
The Code development activity resumed in January 1997 with a meeting held jointly 
between the City Council and Planning and Zoning Commission. The purpose of the meeting 
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was to provide direction to the consultant regarding the remaining code review work. It was 
now, the City Council and Planning and Zoning Commission essentially assumed the 
responsibility for the remaining code development. The next phase of the code review effort 
is represented as part of Task G —Draft Reports, which is when the code review~activity was 
renewed in November 1997. 
Table 9. Task F — Implementation Program Activity 
Participated Nature or Action of Participation 
Clty COt1I1c11 Yes 
_ 
Visioning public meeting, meeting with 
code review and provide direction 
City Staff Yes Review and comment, Visioning public 
meeting public meetings, assist the Code 
Review Committee 
Planning and Zoning 
Commission 
Yes Visioning public meeting, review and 
comment, public meeting 
Technical Advisory Team ? No documentation, suspect participation 
Community At-Large Yes Public meeting 
Planning Policy 
Committee 
Yes Visioning public meeting, review and 
comment, public meeting 
Code Review Committee Yes Visioning public meeting, public 
meeting, extensive review and comment 
Neighborhood Focus 
Group 
Yes Review and comment 
Quality of Life Task Force Yes Review and comment 
CC/AEDC Land Use 
Policy Advisory Task 
Force 
Yes Review and comment 
Consultant Yes Generated documents and revised 
Notes: 
Time planned for Task F — 4 months 
Time taken to complete Task F — 43 months, much was concurrent with other activity and 
portions of this time the code review was dormant waiting 
for other task completion. 
Total time elapsed — S 0 months 
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Task G -Draft Reports 
The first draft of the Land Use Policy Plan was submitted in March 1996 for 
community review. After a series of reviews, comment and minor revisions, the consultant 
submitted a f nal draft to the City in May. The document was reviewed by all participating 
groups and comments forwarded to staff and Council. 
There was significant reaction to a new housing type proposed in the plan. Most of 
the reaction evolved around concern that the majority of the new land development was tied 
to this housing type and the land availability and market place were not well suited to 
implement the concept. Several meetings were held and correspondence exchanged between 
a Task Force and City officials. City officials developed a revised housing type in response; 
in mid August 1 X96, it was endorsed by City Council. 
In late August 1996, the City Council was scheduled to take action on the LUPP. At 
the meeting, additional comments were submitted by the Chamber of Commerce and Ames 
Economic Development Task Force concerns regarding commercial growth lands, land 
availability, residential densities and measurement techniques and AmesBoone County 
relations. The Council acknowledged the concerns but voted to approve the draft LUPP and 
enable zoning ordinance and subdivision regulations work to proceed. 
The proposed Zoning Ordinance was received and distributed in November 1997. A 
Public Hearing for `Change to Land Use Policy Plan' was scheduled for early December 
1997. The Director of Planning and Housing presented the Draft Zoning and Subdivision 
Regulations to the Mayor and City Council; no action was taken. Two additional 
presentations were made to the City Council and the public in the following week. Seven 
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citizens and representatives of the task force groups provided comment. Citizens, focus 
groups and the Zoning Board of Adjustment continued to submit written comments to the 
Director of Planning and Housing, Planning and Zoning Commission and City Council. Over 
seventeen communication pieces were submitted in this phase and City staff responded to 
each. In March, the Planning and Zoning Commission reviewed the current draft document 
and forwarded to City Council with the recommendation for approval as revised. 
The City Council began their review of the code documents in April. They received 
additional written comments from four citizens and two task force groups. The City Council 
held a series of eight special meetings, over a 2-month period, to take action on the Zoning 
Code and Subdivision Regulations. In July 1998, the staff was directed to prepare revised 
documents for review and presentation at a public forum in late July. 
In April 1999, the City Council and Planning and Zoning Commission held a j oint 
meeting to structure the citizen input for the Zoning Map. In September and October, City 
staff held five public meetings within the Ames Community. One meeting was held with the 
development community. Four neighborhood meetings were held, each within their 
respective Ward. Beginning in December 1999 through March 2000, City Council held five 
additional public meetings where they received and acted upon requests from citizens for 
boundary changes to the Zoning Map. In March, the draft Zoning Map was initially 
approved. 
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Table 10. Task G —Draft Reports Activity 
Participated Nature or Action of Participation 
City Council Yes Review, comment, and approve 
City Staff Yes Review, facilitate meetings, advise 
Planning and Zoning 
Commission 
Yes Review, comment and recommend 
Technical Advisory Team ? No documentation, suspect participation 
Community At-Large Yes Review and comment 
Planning Policy 
Committee 
No activity recorded 
Code Review Committee No activity recorded 
Neighborhood Focus 
CJroup 
Yes Review and comment 
Quality of Life Task Force Yes Review and comment 
CC/AFDC Land Use 
Policy Advisory Task 
Force 
Yes Review and comment 
Consultant Yes Draft document and revise 
Notes: 
Time planned for Tasks G — 2.5 months 
Time taken to complete Task G — 28 months, some was concurrent with other activity, 
portions of time were while consultant prepared draft 
documents, LUPP submittal to draft approval, 4 months, 
Code submittal to draft approval, 8 months. 
Total time elapsed - S 8 months. 
Task H -Final Reports 
The City Council approved the draft Land Use Policy Plan in August 1996 by 
resolution. The final documents were approved by the City Council in August 1997. 
The City received the final draft of the Subdivision. The City Council approved the 
Subdivision Regulations in May 1999. The Subdivision Regulations went into effect June 1, 
1999. 
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The City received the final draft of the Zoning Map. The City Council approved the 
Zoning Map at the April 25, 2000 meeting. The Zoning Map went into effect May 1, 2000. 
The City received the final draft of the Zoning Ordinance. The City Council approved 
the Zoning Ordinance at the April 25, 2000 meeting. The Zoning Ordinance went into effect 
May 1, 2000. 
Table 11. Task H —Final Reports Activity 
Participated Nature or Action of Participation 
City Council Yes Review, comment and approve 
City Staff Yes ~ Review, facilitate meetings, advise 
Planning and Zoning 
Commission 
Yes Review, comment and recommend 
Technical Advisory Team ? No documentation, suspect participation 
Community At-Large Yes Review and comment 
Planning Policy 
Committee 
No activity recorded 
Code Review Committee No activity recorded 
Neighborhood Focus 
Group 
Yes Review and comment 
Quality of Life Task Force Yes Review and comment 
CC/AFDC Land Use 
Policy Advisory Task 
Force 
Yes Review and comment 
Consultant Yes Draft document and revise 
Notes: 
Time planned for Task H — 2.5 months 
Time taken to complete Task H — 21 months, portion of time spent developing Zoning Map 
Total time elapsed — 79 months 
The Ames Land Use Policy Plan was scheduled for 18.5 months. The planning effort 
took 79 months. Figure 12 provides a representation of the initial schedule and the actual 
schedule for comparison. 
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CHAPTER 4. RESEARCH TECHNIQUE 
Introduction 
This chapter presents the research technique for this study based on the literature 
review, the case study for the Ames Land Use Policy Planning process and the hypothesis. 
Questions for Research 
The City of Ames and the planning consultant had a strong desire to incorporate 
citizen participation in the LUPP process. The consultant proposed a plan to involve citizens. 
City staff and elected officials accepted and approved the plan for citizen participation. 
Citizen participation was an important part of the Ames LUPP process. A significant effort 
was placed on the plan to involve citizens. During the planning process citizen participation 
changed as the City Council took on a more active role in the development of the plan rather 
than approval of the plan. 
The research question is to assess citizen participation in the land use planning 
process, the impact citizens perceived they had on the outcome of the plan, the citizen's 
perception of their involvement in the development of the plan and how effective the plan is 
now. 
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Research Design 
A survey questionnaire was developed to research the citizen participation in the 
Ames Land Use Policy Plan. The survey collected both quantitative and qualitative data for 
analysis. This survey questionnaire was administered in an interview process. The questions 
can be grouped into four major groups: 1) participant characteristics and involvement, 
2) perceptions of participation, 3) participant satisfaction and 4) opportunity for change. 
Respondent Selection 
The participants selected for interview were i.dentified from a List of those who 
participated in the LUPP process. The list includes representatives from City Council, 
Planning and Zoning Commission, Policy Planning Committee, Code Review Committee, 
Quality of Life Task Force, Chamber of Commerce/AFDC Task Force, Neighborhood 
Association, citizens at-large who participated and City officials. The interviewees were 
selected randomly from the `committee' membership lists formed in 1994. Only those 
members who lived in Ames in 2002 were considered. It is recognized that the group does 
not include those members of the Ames community who did not participate in the 
development of the LUPP. It is assumed that if the citizens chose not to participate in the 
planning process, they would have no contribution to the question of how the change in 
citizen participation impacted the outcome and their perception of involvement. The 
question of why citizens chose not to participate at all could be another question for another 
research initiative. 
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Interview Question Development 
The questions for the interview were developed with input from Dr. Riad Mahayni, 
Department of Con~.munity and Regional Planning, Iowa State University, Mr. Brian 
O'Connell, Director of City of Ames Department of Planning and Housing, and Ms. Nora 
Ladj ahasan, College of Design, Iowa State University. Interview questions were developed 
in a general context from the literature review (Appendix I). Specifically, the questions were 
selected to provide data on the citizen participation through the perspective of the various 
individuals. The questions recognize the difference between the mandated formal 
participation and the informal participation. They recognize the influence of the typologies 
for citizen participation (Arnstein, 1969), citizen empowerment (Rocha, 1997), the political 
economy influence (Mahayni and Gruendel, l 989 ), effectiveness of citizen participation 
(Gaunt, 1994) and finally the communication techniques of planners (Innes, 1998). 
Interview Implementation 
Letters were written and mailed to each of the prospect interviewees (Appendix II). 
The Letters were sent out on Iowa State University letterhead and stationary. The major 
professor signed the letters. The letters described the study, the importance of participation, 
time commitment, quantity of questions, location for interviews, potential risks and benefits 
of research findings, assurance of confidentiality, assertion of voluntary participation and 
each was informed they would be contacted. The name of the project, investigator, phone 
number, address and major professor were included. 
~~ 
The investigator developed the .appropriate documentation for human subjects in 
research approval. This included a training program for the investigator, review and approval 
of research techniques and materials by the Human Subjects Committee; and the 
development and implementation of a consent form for participants (Appendix III). 
The letters were mailed to twenty-five prospective interviewees in the first week of 
April. Phone calls were placed three to five days later to schedule interviews. All twenty-
five individuals were contacted for interviews. Twenty-two individuals participated. The 
interviews were scheduled for a maximum of an hour at a location of convenience to the 
interviewee. The investigator used the questionnaire and note taking techniques to record 
responses. 
The number of participants in this research study was small. This is in part due to the 
possible number of participants. Additionally, the timeframe for this investigation was 
limited. Therefore, the investigator acknowledges the situation and recognizes that it would 
be desirable to broaden the study to include more participants or other communities. 
Data Analysis or Processing 
The investigator used two methods of analysis of the data collected in the survey 
questionnaire. The quantitative data were analyzed using the SPSS statistical software 
program. The data were analyzed as a composite of all participants and then divided into 
three sub units based on participant roles. The qualitative data was analyzed by reviewing the 
participant responses to six questions and identifying common elements. These elements 
were reviewed as a composite of all participants and then divided into three sub units based 
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on participant roles. The qualitative questions were analyzed and interpreted. Finally, the 
researcher reviewed the Ames Land Use Policy Plan case study and provided observations. 
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CHAPTER 5. RESEARCH RESULTS AND CASE STUDY ANALYSIS 
Introduction 
This chapter addresses three items. First, it will present quantitative survey results 
and analysis of the interviews. Second, it will present the qualitative survey results and 
analysis. Third, it will provide analysis of the Ames Land Use Policy Planning process as a 
case study. 
Quantitative Survey Results 
The qualitative portion of the survey provided background information on the 
participants and the respondent perspectives of their participation: 1) participant 
characteristics and involvement, 2) perceptions of participation, 3) participant satisfaction 
and 4) citizen participation and changing roles. 
Participant Characteristics and Involvement 
The survey sought to identify respondent participant characteristics and involvement 
by asking the following questions: 
1. Did you participate in the Ames Land Use Policy Plan between 1992 and 2000? 
1.1. In which parts of the development of the Land Use Policy Planning process 
were you involved? 
1.2. In what capacity did you participate? 
1.3. What perspectives do you believe you were representing? 
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10. How long have you resided in Ames? 
12. What duration of your service to the community in the capacity you were 
involved in the Land Use Policy Plan? 
These questions provided the researcher with a general understanding of the 
participants in the research project.. The results of the data are represented in Table 13. 
Table 13. Survey Participant Characteristics 
Question Frequencies 
Yes 
1. Did you participate in the Ames Land 
Use Policy Plan between 1992 and 2000? 
22 100 
1.1. In which parts of the development of 
the Land Use Policy Planning process 
were you involved? 
Visioning, goals, objectives and 
policies for growth and development 
process 
21 95.5 
Needs assessment, trends and 
projections 
17 77. S 
Development of alternative 
growth and development process 
18 81.8 
Code review 18 81.8 
Document review 16 72.7 
Document approval 4 18.2 
Other 1 4.5 
1.2. In what capacity did you participate? 
City council 4 18.2 
Commission 3 13.6 
Committee 8 36.4 
Focus group 7 31.8 
Citizen at large 6 27.3 
Staff 2 9.1 
Other 0 0 
~~ 
Question Frequencies 
1.3. What perspectives do you believe 
you were representing? 
Citizen perspective 13 59.1 
Elected official 4 18.2 
Neighborhood 7 31.8 
Retailer 2 9.1 
Commercialllndustrial 5 22.7 
Environmental S 22.7 
Community Activism 4 18.2 
Education 1 4.5 
City committee or commission 6 27.3 
Development 8 36.4 
Landlord 3 13.6 
Others 5 22.7 
10. How long have you resided in 
Ames? 
Less than 10 years 1 4.5 
10 to 19 years 4 18.2 
20 to 29 years 6 27.3 
3 0 to 3 9 years 5 22.7 
Over 40 years 6 27.3 
12. What duration of your service to the 
community in the capacity you were 
involved in the Land Use Policy Plan? 
2 years 8 36.4 
3 years 2 9.1 
4 years 2 9.1 
5 years 3 13.6 
6 years 7 31.8 
The interviewees alI participated in the Land Use Policy Plan. Over seventy-five 
percent (75%) of those who participated in the survey also participated in all major portions 
of the planning effort including: visioning, goals, objectives and policies for grov~Tth, needs 
assessment, development of alternative growth and development, code review and the 
documentation review. The one phase that did not have aseventy-five percent (75%) or 
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higher participation was the document approval, where only elected officials could vote for 
approval. 
The majority of the respondents in the Ames LUPP process participated in 
committees, focus groups or as citizens at large representing 36.4%, 31.8% and 27.3% 
respectively. Participants could respond to this question by selecting all that apply resulting 
in multiple responses; therefore, these responses should not be summed. Of the participants 
in the survey, 18.2 %were active on the City Council during the LUPP and 13.6% served on 
the Planning and Zoning Commission. City staff was represented by 9.1 % of the survey 
respondents. 
Each respondent was asked to indicate the perspective they believed they were 
representing. The response to this item was broad and diverse. Respondents could indicate 
multiple responses. It is interesting to note that nearly 60% of the respondents indicated they 
were representing a citizen perspective ... it is also interesting to note all respondents are 
citizens of Ames but nearly 40% did not select this response. This question does not appear 
to identify truly meaningful information; however, one might cautiously observe that nearly 
one-third (1 /3) of the respondents indicated they were representing the neighborhood 
perspective. Slightly more than one-third (1 /3) indicated they were representing the 
development perspective. Additionally, the commission and policy committee representation 
is slightly under one-third (1 /3) of the respondents. This apparent balance in response would 
indicate that there was some equity in the perspectives of the respondents. 
At the time of the survey, over 95.5% of the respondents to the survey had resided in 
the Ames Community for more than 10 years at the time the plan was initiated. Fifty percent 
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(50%) of the respondents had resided in the community more than 30 years. It should be 
noted that the survey questionnaire was administered approximately 9 years after the LUPP 
process began. The data were adjusted to account for the time differential. 
The LUPP process took nearly 6 years to complete. The first two years of the process 
were the most active in terms of the development of the vision, planning criteria, alternatives 
and initial development of code documentation. These first two years included all 
respondents in almost all phases of the plan development. After the two-year period, 3 6.4% 
of the respondents discontinued their participation. Only 31.8% of the respondents continued 
to participate through all six years of the planning effort, these were either elected officials or 
city staff. 
Perceptions of Participation 
Citizens that participate in a Land Use Policy Planning process often have differing 
perceptions of the process, the value of participation and the effectiveness of the 
participation. The questionnaire consisted of eight statements asking respondents to identify 
how the citizen participation in the Ames Land Use Policy Planning process aligned with 
their beliefs and experiences. 
These statements were analyzed as a composite and then subdivided into three groups. 
The three groups were identified based on their interaction with the process. The first group 
consisted of citizens that participated in focus groups, task forces or as citizens at large. This 
group had many opportunities to provide input to the planning process through meetings and 
plan reviews. The second group consists of members of the Planning Policy Committee, 
Planning and Zoning Commission or City staff. This group provided input and 
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recommendations to the planning process through meetings and plan reviews. The third 
group consisted of City Council and Mayors. This group had decision-making authority. 
Each statement is presented separately with the composite, group data and discussion 
following. 
Survey Question 2. a. The e ffort  to involve citizens in the development of the Land 
Use Policy Planning process was significant. Respondents were asked to identify the 
response that most closely represents their opinion. The frequencies of the responses are 
listed in Table 14. 
Table 14. Effort to Involve Citizens 
N Disagree 
Somewhat 
Disagree Neutral 
Somewhat 
Agree Agree 
Composite 22 0 0 1 9 12 
Percent ~ 4. S 40.9 54.6 
Group 1 13 0 0 1 6 6 
Percent 7.7 46.2 46.2 
Group 2 S 0 0 0 1 4 
Percent 20 80 
Group 3 4 0 0 0 2 2 
Percent 50 50 
The respondents recognized at a rate of 95 . S % to somewhat agree and agree that .there 
was a significant effort to involve citizens in the development of the Land Use Policy Plan 
process. This was strongest in Groups 2 and 3, at a 100% rate of somewhat agree and agree, 
where the LUPP participants were closer to decision-making. Only one respondent was 
neutral for this statement. The data suggests that citizen were agreeable to the effort to 
involve citizens in the Land Use Policy Planning process. 
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Survey Question 2. b. The process for citizen participation in tie Land Use Policy 
Planning was reasonable. Respondents were asked to identify the response that most closely 
represents their opinion. The frequencies of the responses are listed in Table 15. 
Table 15. The Process Was Reasonable 
N Disagree 
Somewhat 
Disagree Neutral 
Somewhat 
Agree Agree 
Composite 22 0 0 S 11 6 
Percent 22.7 S 0 27.3 
Group 1 13 0 0 4 7 2 
Percent 30.8 53.8 15.4 
Group 2 S 0 0 0 2 3 
Percent 0 0 0 40 60 
Group 3 4 0 0 1 2 1 
Percent 25 50 25 
The respondents recognized at a rate of 77.3 % of somewhat agree and agree that the 
process was reasonable. This was strongest in Group 2 where 100% of the respondents 
identified a somewhat agree or agree response. None of the respondents disagreed with this 
statement; however, nearly 23 % of the respondents were neutral. The neutral responses 
about, the reasonability of the process were in Groups 1 and 3. The data suggests that the 
citizen participation process was reasonable and not a fundamental flaw for citizens to 
provide input and influence to the Land Use Policy Pla~rining process. 
Survey Question 2. c. As a result of the process for citizen participation, I believe that 
my participation allowed me the opportunity to influence the direction of community 
development. The frequencies of the responses are listed in Table 16. 
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Table 16. Opportunity to Influence Direction of Development 
N Disagree 
Somewhat 
Disagree Neutral 
Somewhat 
Agree _ Agree 
6 Composite 22 4 2 
_ 
4 6 
Percent 18.2 9.1 18.2 27.3 27.3 
Group 1 13 3 2 3 3 2 
Percent 23.1 ~ 1 S .4 23.1 23.1 1 S .4 
Group 2 5 0 0 1 1 3 
Percent 0 0 20 20 60 
Group 3 4 1 0 0 2 1 
Percent 25 0 0 50 25 
This statement generated a greater variation in response. This is evident in the 
composite score and particularly in Group 1, where most respondents are citizens at large or 
on focus groups or task forces. In Group 1, the respondents were diverse in their level of 
agreement or disagreement with this statement. In contrast to this response by Group 1, 
Group 2 was more clearly in agreement with the statement. Group 3 may have been similar 
to Group 2, except for one respondent that disagreed, and neutralized the overall group 
response due to the low N. The data for this statement identify a level of discontent with the 
opporltunity to influence the direction of development, particularly among non-decision 
makers. The qualitative questions may provide additional information on this question. 
Additionally, this could be an interesting topic to explore in additional research. 
Survey Question 2. d. I bel ieve that the participation all owed foY a Land Use Policy 
Plan that was representative of the whole community. The frequencies of the responses are 
listed in Table 17. 
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Table 17. Plan Was Representative of Whole Community 
N Disagree 
Somewhat 
Disagree Neutral 
Somewhat 
Agree Agree 
Composite 22 5 1 6 7 3 
Percent 22.7 4.5 27.3 31.8 13.6 
Group 1 13 4 0_ 5 3 1 
Percent 3 0.8 0 3 8.5 23.1 7.7 
Group 2 5 0 1 0 2 2 
Percent 0 20 0 40 40 
Group 3 4 1 0 1 2 0 
Percent 25 0 25 50 0 
This statement generated a wide variation in response as a composite and particularly 
for Group 1 and to a lesser extent for Group 3. Nearly 44% of the respondents somewhat 
agreed or agreed with the statement, but decision-makers or those who made 
recommendations to decision-makers held the majority of those responses. Of the non-
decision-makers, the distribution of disagreement, neutral and agreement was nearly equal, 
where the data do not clearly support clear position for the group. Approximately S 6% of the 
respondents were either neutral or did not agree with the statement that the plan was 
representative of the whole community, this is worthy of fi~rther discussion. 
Survey Question 2. e. My participation provided me with the opportunity to develop 
my understanding of land use policy planning process. The frequencies of the responses are 
listed in Table 18. 
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Table 18. Develop My Understanding 
N , 
Disagree Somewhat 
Disagree 
Neutral ~ Somewhat 
Agree 
A ee 
Composite 22 0 0 - 2 9 11 
Percent 9.1 40.9 50 
Group 1 13 0 0 1 7 5 
Percent 0 0 7.7 53.8 3 8.5 
Group 2 S 0 0 1 0 4 
Percent 0 0 20 0 80 
Group 3 4 0 0 0 2 2 
Percent 0 0 0 5 0 S 0 
The respondents to the survey overwhelmingly agreed or somewhat agreed with this 
statement that their participation provided them with the opportunity to develop an 
understanding for the process. Over 90.9% of the participants were in agreement with this 
statement, the other 9.1 %were neutral. None of the respondents disagreed with the 
statement. The statement recognizes that citizens initially may not have full understanding of 
the process as they participate in land use planning and may need background in the planning 
and process to be effective participants. 
Survey Question 2.f. Citizen participation is important in the development of Land 
Use Policy Plans. The frequencies of the responses are listed in Table 19. 
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Table 19. Citizen Participation is Important 
N 
Disagree Somewhat 
Disagree 
Neutral Somewhat 
Agree 
Agree 
Composite 22 0 1 0 S 16 
Percent 0 4.5 0 22.7 72.7 
Group 1 13 0 1 0 3 9 
Percent 0 7.7 0 23.1 69.2 
Group 2 S 0 0 0 0 S 
Percent 0 0 0 0 100 
Group 3 ~ 4 0 0 0 2 2 
Percent 0 0 0 50 50 
The respondents overwhelmingly agreed with the statement that citizen participation 
is important to the land use planning process. The composite agreement with this statement 
was 95.5%. The decision-makers, Group 3, and those with a role of recommendation on land 
use planning, Group 2 were either somewhat in agreement or in agreement with the statement 
at 100%. Only 4. S %disagreed with the statement, and that was represented within Group 1. 
The data supports the importance of citizen participation to the land use planning process. 
Survey Question 3. a. How ef, fective do you believe your participation was during the 
planning process? The frequencies of the responses are listed in Table 20. 
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Table 20. Effectiveness of Participation During Planning Process 
N 
Not 
Effective 
at All 
Not 
Effective Neutral Effective 
Very 
Effective 
Composite 22 1 3 5 10 2 
Percent 4.5 13.6 22.7 45.5 9.1 
Group 1 13 1 2 5 4 1 
Percent 7.7 15.4 3 8.5 3 0.8 7.7 
Group 2 S 0 0 0 4 1 
Percent 0 _ 0 0 80 20 
Group 3 4 0 1 0 2 0 
Percent 0 _ 25 0 50 0 
The respondents were more diverse in their responses to the effectiveness of their 
participation during the process. Over 50% of the respondents indicated they were effective 
or very effective in their participation during the planning process. Groups 2 and 3 had the 
highest response with 100% and 5 0% respectively, supporting the statement. Group 1 was 
more diverse in their response, 22.1 %indicating they were not effective, 3 8.5%neutral and 
3 8 . S %indicating they were effective. The data do not support a clear response from Group 1 
on this statement. The qualitative questions may provide additional information on this 
question. 
Survey Question 3. b. How effective do you believe your participation was now after 
the plan is under implementation? The frequencies of the responses are listed in Table 21. 
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Table 21. Effectiveness of Planning Under Implementation 
N 
Not 
Effective 
at All 
Not 
Effective Neutral Effective 
Very 
Effective 
Composite 22 1 4 11 4 1 
Percent 4. S 18.2 S 0 18.2 4.5 
Group 1 13 1 3 8 1 0 
Percent 7.7 23.1 61. S 7.? 0 
Group 2 5 0 0 2 2 1 
Percent 0 0 40 40 20 
Group 3 4 0 1 1 ~ 1 0 
Percent 25 25 25 0 
The respondents to the statement of effectiveness of their participation now that the 
plan is under implementation have indicated they are less effective than they were at the time 
of the planning process, Table 20. This is true for all groups of participants. This could be a 
reflection of their current involvement in local government, or it could be their perception of 
the implementation of the Land Use Policy Plan. This could serve as an interesting research 
question for the future . 
Participant Satisfaction 
One additional perspective of the citizen participation is the satisfaction of the 
participants. The previous section considers process, effectiveness, understanding and 
importance. This section poses the question of participant satisfaction to develop a 
perspective of how satisfied citizens were with the effectiveness of citizen participation. 
Survey Question 6. From the vantage point of your participation, how satisfied are 
you with the effectiveness of citizen participation in the plan development? The frequencies 
of the responses are listed in Table 22. 
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Table 22. Satisfaction with the Effectiveness of Participation 
N 
Extremely 
not 
Satisfied 
Not 
Satisfied Neutral Satisfied 
Very 
Satisfied 
Composite 22 2 8 2 7 3 
Percent 9.1 3 6.4 9.1 31 ~. 8 13.6 
Group 1 13 2~ 5 2 3 1 
Percent 15.4 3 8.5 15.4 23.1 7.7 
Group 2 5 0_ 2 0 2 1 
Percent 0 40 0 40 20 
Group 3 4 0 1 0 2 1 
Percent ~ 0 25 0 SO 25 
The respondents were diverse in their response to this statement this is particularly 
true in the composite. However, Groups 2 and 3 were more satisfied with citizen 
participation than Group 1. The qualitative data may provide a greater understanding for the 
difference in satisfaction of the effectiveness of participation. It may be important to 
understand why the difference between decision makers and those who recommend and the 
non-decision makers, as it may influence the citizens' acceptance of the plan, or perception of 
the participation in the plan. The lack of satisfaction with the effectiveness of participation is 
concerning in the context of the effort to involve citizens. 
Citizen Participation and Changing Roles 
The Ames Land Use Policy Planning process spanned a significant period. During 
that time some citizens participated through the entire process, others participated at the 
beginning and end, and others participated at either the beginning or end. These changes in 
participation may have influenced people's perceptions of participation, satisfaction and 
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influence. Three questions were developed for understanding respondents' perspective on 
the changes of participation and if that was a concern. 
The data was analyzed as a composite and then subdivided into three groups, the same 
groups used in the earlier sections. Each question is presented separately with the composite, 
group data and discussion following. 
Survey Question 4. Did your participation in the planning process change over time ? 
Respondents were asked to reply by indicating yes or no. ~ The frequencies of the responses 
are listed in Table 23. 
Table 23. Participation in Planning Process Change. 
N Yes No 
Composite 22 1 S 7 
Percent 68.2 31.8 
Group 1 13 10 3 
Percent 76.9 23.1 
Group 2 5 2 3 
Percent 40 60 
Group 3 4 3 1 
Percent 75 25 
The majority of the respondents indicated that their participation changed over time. 
In the composite 68.2% indicated their participation had changed during the pla~:Zning 
process. Over 75% of the respondents in Groups 1 and 3 responded affirmatively. The 
qualitative question 4.1. provides additional data for further understanding. 
Survey Question S. Were you aware that the city council took a more active role 
toward the end of the process of the land use policy plan? Respondents were asked to reply 
by indicating yes or no. The frequencies of the responses are listed in Table 24. 
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Table 24. Aware That City Council Took a More Active Role. 
N Yes No 
Composite 22 20 2 
Percent 90.9 9.1 
Group 1 13 12 1 
Percent 92.3 7.7 
Group 2 5 5 0 
Percent 100 0 1
Group 3 4 3 1 
Percent 75 25 
The majority of the respondents, 90.9%, were aware that the City Council took a more 
active role toward the end of the land use pla,n~ning process. 
Survey Question 5.1. Did this have an impact on your participation? Respondents 
were asked to reply by indicating yes or no. The frequencies of the responses are listed in 
Table 25. 
Table 25. Did Council's Roie Impact Your Participation. 
N Yes No 
Composite 22 7 15 
Percent 31.8 68.2 
Group 1 13 5 8 
Percent 3 8.5 61.5 
Group 2 S 1 4 
Percent 20 80 
Group 3 4 1 3 
Percent 25 75 
The majority of the respondents indicated that the change in the city council's role in 
the planning process did not affect their participation. However, nearly 32% of the 
respondents indicated it did change their participation. Most of those who indicated it 
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changed their participation were in Group 1. The qualitative question 5.1.1. provides detailed 
data for this question. 
Qualitative Survey Results 
The qualitative portion of the survey instl-ument sought to understand the citizen 
participation in detail. Six questions were asked of the respondents, two were follow-up 
questions to the quantitative questions asked in the previous section `Citizen Participation 
and Changing Roles' . One question was a follow up to the statement in the `Participant 
Satisfaction' section. The remaining three questions sought to understand why respondents 
participated in the land use policy planning process and if they would make changes in the 
future. Each question is presented separately with a summary of the responses. 
Survey Question 4.1. How did your participation change, if the respondent indicated 
that their participation had changed? The responses to this question focused around five 
issues, time frame and interest, committee effectiveness, learning, consultant role and 
changes in elected officials. 
Time frame and interest —Several respondents expressed the opinion that citizen 
participation is more effective in the earlier phases of the planning process because interest is 
higher, energy is higher, results seem possible and time has not been extended. On the other 
hand, as time extended, interest waned because the process became tedious, there was little 
reward for participation and progress was difficult to identify resulting in reduced 
participation. Others recognized that their participation increased and diminished depending 
on the issues and their interest in the issues. Respondents recognized that the process 
accommodated this changing participation and appreciated the flexibility. 
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Committee effectiveness — At one point, the City Council and Staff appeared to `take 
over' the role of the Code Review Task Force. Respondents that participated on the task 
force expressed that this change discontinued their role, resulting in a significant change. 
Respondents did not appear to understand the reason for this change and the lack of 
communication may have had a negative impact on their participation, effectiveness and 
sans action. 
Learning —One respondent indicated that with increased learning for the process and 
land use in general their participation changed in response. 
Consultant role —Several respondents commented about the consultant role changes 
and the influence on their participation. when the consultant became less involved in the 
LUPP process, city officials became more involved. The increase of involvement by city 
officials influenced the perception of `whose' plan it was and this may have confused the 
citizen participation. Respondents identified the importance of strong leadership skills as 
well as listening skills on the part of the consultant as contributing to changes in 
participation. 
Changes in elected officials -- The planning process spanned six years. During this 
time period several elections were held and new commission appointments were made. This 
resulted in changing participation for some individuals, as some were added to the process, 
others removed, or participated in a different role. 
Survey Question 5.1.1. How did the more active role of City Council impact your 
participation, (if the respondent indicated that their participation had been impacted) ? As 
the city council became more active, respondents reduced their participation for a number of 
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reasons: their committee work _was displaced: they elected to let the council address the tough 
issues or they reconsidered their personal time, commitment. This may have reduced the 
citizen input available to the process that may have provided different information to the 
decision makers. 
Survey Question 6..1. Explain your satisfaction with the effectiveness of citizen 
participation. The respondents' satisfaction was quite variable but focused around several 
broad issues: participation opportunity, participation concerns, time impact, leadership and 
education. In the quantitative analysis of the satisfaction of all respondents, the mean 
response was neutral, but the responses ranged was from not satisfied at all to very satisfied. 
The groups with less decision-making responsibility were less satisfied. The review of the 
qualitative follow-up question provides a similar representation, but each group had 
comments for each issue. The comments were similar in nature to the other groups; 
therefore, the responses have been combined. 
Participation opportunity —Respondents were impressed with the extent to which the 
city went for citizen participation, especially early in the planning process. There was a 
collective appreciation for the level of participation by citizens. Several respondents felt 
good about their participation, it was adequate and provided for deliberation by officials, the 
decision makers. They felt the process was important, good and accommodated input that 
was responsive to citizen interests. It was noted that there appeared to be a balanced 
approach in that not everyone got everything, perhaps why some were dissatisfied. 
Participation concerns —Respondents expressed several concerns about their 
satisfaction with citizen participation. Participants expressed concerns that their ideas were 
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not listened to, or that another group in the community had greater influence. This comment 
was .expressed several times; but interestingly, the frequency was fairly balanced among 
competing special interests. There were respondents, primarily in Group 1, that felt 
participation was controlled, accommodating, a charade, `feel good' and that they didn't 
make adifference —that the city had an agenda. Other respondents recognized that the 
council had the responsibility for the final say and that citizen participation has its limits. 
There was concern that participation often has a built in bias due to the interests of those that 
will take the time to participate, and that it would be desirable to find more citizens with a 
casual link to the planning effort. 
Time impact —Respondents were sensitive to the length of time for the planning 
process. They indicated it influenced citizen participation because there was reduced 
participation. The reduced participation affected committee membership and representation 
balance over the duration of the planning effort. This may have skewed the input over time. 
Leadership — A few respondents raised concern over leadership and its influence on 
their satisfaction. Some expressed that the city council could have identified more clearly, 
where citizen input would add value and focus the participation on those particular issues. 
Others expressed concern that the consulting planners did not listen well or pay attention to 
citizen input and that the planners had made their mind up early in the process. 
Education —One respondent was not convinced that the community in general has 
good understanding of the process or land use plaarining effects on their lives. It may also be 
important to recognize through education that the plan is a framework and not a final product. 
The plan can be changed and adapted as it is used. However, some respondents expressed 
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concern that in the implementation phase the plan has not been supported financially and that 
there are too many requests to deviate from the plan, making it too dynamic. 
Survey Question 7. You were one of approximately 200 to 300 citizens in the City of 
Ames who chose to participate in the Ames Land Use Policy Planning process. Could you 
share with me what has stimulated you to make the commitment to participate as you have? 
This question provided an interesting perspective on the community. Respondents typically 
had multiple responses to this question. These responses were combined into four categories; 
personal interest, professional interest, civic interest and significance of land use on the 
community. 
Personal interest —Over S 0% of the respondents participated out of personal interest, 
the opportunity to share values, contribute to the future of the community, enjoyment, and 
address special interest topics and community growth. 
Civic interest —Many respondents indicated their participation was due to civic 
interest, public service, they had knowledge or experience to share, participated in other 
community initiatives and wished to continue or wanted to help the community be one of the 
best. 
Professional interest —Nearly 70% of the respondents indicated they participated 
because of their professional experience, role in city government or business responsibilities. 
Significance of land use on the community --Nearly 3 0% of the respondents 
identified the critical nature of land use and regulations in the shaping of the community as 
the reason for their participation. 
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Survey Question 8. .1Yow would you change citizen participation in the future? This 
question invoked the sharing of interesting ideas and perspectives from the respondents. The 
responses were grouped into six categories: participation representation, participation 
opportunities, leadership, time, education and no change. 
Participation representation —Respondents indicated that more balance in the 
participation and representation in the process and on committees or task forces would be 
important. Knowing the other participants better would be important to participating more 
effectively as a conunittee and committee member. Smaller groups with more diversity 
within the group would allow citizens to sit together, deliberate what is best for the 
community to break down barriers and build direction together. Others suggested a small 
group that would be intensely involved but more focused. It was recognized that participants 
are usually vested by a special interest, therefore, how do we create an environment for 
citizens to set those interests aside and participate for the greater good? Respondents 
believed that citizens should be involved earlier in the process and not just react to consultant 
i eas. 
Participation opportunities —Respondents had a variety of perspectives on the 
opportunities for participation. Some suggested a greater use of technology in the future, web 
sites for information, input and a-mail to capture a broader participation from under 
represented groups or those who are unable to attend meetings. Other respondents indicated 
there were too many focus groups with special interests and that in some cases the efforts 
became a we vs. them environment. A few expressed a concern that their committee should 
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have finished their work if it was valued to begin with. One respondent suggested that the 
citizens should have a committee that could vote on some aspects of the final plan. 
Leadership —Respondents recognized that participation requires some level of 
management. It is important for the council to have a clear and consistent role through the 
planning process. The relationship between the various participants, council, commission, 
Planning Policy Committee and other committees and focus groups created some confusion 
about who was providing what leadership. There may be value of having check-in points for 
committees so council or others can re-direct their efforts if needed. The respondents 
indicated that there would be value in displaying results at key points. Several respondents 
identified the consultant's role as an important leadership opportunity in the process through 
listening and open-mindedness. There was concern that the consultant was from a different 
region of the country. He did not share the values or represent the values of the local 
community in the planning process and that resulted in a lack of communication. It was also 
recognized that the council might need to provide greater leadership and focus to the 
planning effort to focus the participation. 
Time —Several respondents identified the time frame of the planning effort as an 
element they would change. This was identified because people who were involved early lost 
energy and focus. In some cases, they dropped out and others who were not involved early 
took their place, so there was a lack of continuity. Respondents would shorten the time. It 
was suggested if the schedule changed that there is an acknowledgement of the 
accomplishments to keep a sense of value for the participation. 
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Education —Several respondents recognized the need for education on the impacts of 
the land use changes and issues. There needs to be an alignment and understanding between 
what is on paper and what citizens want to have happen. Other respondents identified the 
need to be more explicit in the beginning about the roles and expectations of the participation 
in the process. The opportunity to clarify roles, explain the political process, value others 
experience, knowledge and expertise may help create a more positive experience. 
No change —Approximately 27% of the respondents indicated they would not make 
any changes. They believed that there was good participation and valued the participation 
that occurred, indicating that many citizens of the community expect to participate and do. 
One respondent indicated that participation is costly, lengthens the process, increases fees and 
frustration if not managed effectively. 
Survey Question 9. how would you encourage more citizen participation in future 
.Land Use Policy Planning efforts? Respondents had a variety of responses to this question. 
The responses were grouped into five categories: leadership, participation representation, 
timeframe, education and no change. 
Leadership —Respondents stressed the importance of elected officials having a wide 
range of contacts and not just those who show up for public meetings. Others suggested 
going out to the community to acquire input from areas within the community that may have 
common issues such as wards, precincts or neighborhood schools. Respondents raised the 
concern for how to evaluate what is best for the whole community. There was recognition 
that a greater emphasis be placed on working with other governmental units involved in 
planning. The leadership should focus the energies of the broader citizen participants. 
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Respondents reiterated the importance of listening to citizens so they do not get discouraged. 
Some placed value on finding leadership that will build trust and consensus in a time when 
there are so many distractions for citizens. 
Participation representation —Respondents continued to indicate the importance of 
the identification and selection of participants. It is difficult to encourage people to be 
involved unless they see a reason, sometimes it is your responsibility, or it is your town. 
However, several respondents indicated they would participate again if asked. It is important 
for officials to recognize who is missing from the table and find ways to incorporate their 
input. Respondents felt it is important to establish a common ground of effectiveness for all 
who participate. They also indicated that decision makers should allow the effort to go to 
completion when involving citizens in focus groups or committees, or explain why there are 
changes. 
Time frame —Respondents continued to express concern over the length of time the 
planning effort took. Several. respondents indicated that changes in meetings were an 
opportunity for improvement. They suggested fewer meetings and a sharper focus on 
meetings (topics, agendas, timeframe). Keeping critical issues up front and involve citizens 
in those, then release the citizens until another issue arises. Several respondents mentioned 
having a schedule and staying with it. 
Education —Two major efforts were identified as part of education. The first was to 
provide better information to citizens about how the planning ideas or scenarios affect their 
lives. This can be accomplished by more interaction with media, web sites, interactive 
kiosks, visioning technology and e-mail. These forms can encourage more participation and 
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may reach under-represented groups. The second educational effort was to spend more time 
at the beginning of the planning effort to establish a common ground of understanding for the 
context of input, understanding the process and how opinions and input will be used. This 
may allow for the roles of participants and committees to be clarified. It could involve role-
playing where citizens respond to questions from their individual interests and then fr om the 
aspect of what is best for the community. 
No change —Several respondents indicated they would not encourage more citizen 
participation and that there was adequate opportunity, and that people who want to participate 
already do. Some added that they might place a higher emphasis on the right participation. 
Each respondent to the questionnaire was asked if they had any additional comments 
with regard to citizen participation in the Ames Land Use Policy Planning process. Many of 
the respondents added comments that were already part of responses by other respondents to 
the above questions. A few additional ideas or perspectives were expressed. 
1. Citizen participation is one tool available to decision-makers; it can be flawed just 
Iike any other tool. 
2. For more focused citizen input, have staff lead citizen groups on special topics 
and report to council. 
3 . Blend groups with diversity of representation rather than by expertise or interest. 
4. The land use plan is not well integrated with other plans and the financial 
component is missing. 
5. Several respondents expressed concern that the council listens to staff too much, 
that they do not lead the effort enough. 
6. There was concern on the part of some respondents that there were hidden 
agendas, and that it is all about money and power. 
7. Plan was not responsive to all the factors it should have been, specifically market 
and development trends. 
8. Review the plan every five years, revisit because some pieces are not working, do 
not get into the details every time, as it is flexible. 
9. The effort for citizen participation was huge, but the success was questionable. It 
was compromised by time, changing roles of staff, whole community not 
represented and some issues were not addressed. 
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Ames Land Use Policy Plan Process Case Study Analysis 
The Ames process was developed with the intention of involving citizens in the 
development of the Land Use Policy Plan (LUPP). The planning effort spanned nearly six 
years from start to finish. This period allows for several observations about citizen 
participation. This section analyzes the process for citizen participation. The process used by 
the City of .Ames and the consultant followed a task organizational structure. Chapter 3 
presented the LUPP process using the same task structure. The observations and comments 
on the Ames LUPP process follows the same task organizational structure. 
Contract Process ~ Comments 
The process for securing consultant services was very thorough. The material 
presented to prospective consultants was well developed. It accurately represented the 
community. The use of a series of screening steps, RFQ, RFP, and interviews for the 
selection of the consultant provided a process, which enabled the selection committee to 
investigate prospective firms adequately. The selection criterion was appropriate. After 
reviewing the LUPP process, it might be advisable to incorporate criteria, which place a value 
on the consultants experience working with differing cultural values and their sensitivity for 
the subtleties of these values. 
The terms of agreement and scope of work as outlined, was ambitious, but reasonable 
and thorough. The consultant followed the tasks outlined in the scope of work. Initially, the 
existing Land Use Policy Plan was to be updated, however; through the process of the 
Visioning Workshop it appears there was a shift toward the development of a revised LUPP, 
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a more detailed and extensive effort. It may have been appropriate to revisit scope of work, 
schedule, citizen participation and fees. 
Task A —Citizen Participation Comments 
The proposed structure for public participation provided a good opportunity for 
members of the community, elected officials, appointed officials and City staff to participate 
in the planning process: The role of participants was clear with respect to the process. The 
relationship between participant groups was reasonable and clear as it was envisioned; 
however, in practice it was not as clear. The relationship between City Council, Planning and 
Zoning Commission, Planning Policy Committee, Task forces and other Focus groups was 
not Linear or radial in communication. This caused confusion and misunderstandings. In 
theory, and in part in practice, it allowed for community input from focus groups and task 
forces to the Planning Policy Committee, which was intended to assimilate the information 
and represent the community as a whole. The Planning Policy Committee and the consultant 
first assimilated the information. It was forwarded to the appointed officials of Planning and 
Zoning Commission and the elected officials of City Council, as the joint decision-making 
team. The overall structure of the citizen participation did not provide for a feedback loop 
after decision-making by the Council. This additional step in the process would provide for 
better communication between citizens, recommending bodies (Planning Policy Committee 
and Planning and Zoning Commission) and the City Council. It would also provide for better 
understanding of the direction provided to the consultant by the Council. 
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In the early phases of the planning effort, this structure allowed for a formal process 
for information receipt, assimilation, filtration, and formulation into a proposed policy. It 
enabled amulti-level transition from grassroots public input to official action. 
After approximately two years, the City Council chose to participate more directly in 
the process than the consultant and city staff anticipated. Once this occurred, the 
organizational structure for grassroots public participation, to the Planning Policy Comrittee 
and to the decision-making team broke down. The active role the Council took in the 
planning process as a participating body in the development of the plan impacted its 
effectiveness in the role of adecision-making body. This change in role also eliminated the 
effectiveness of the Focus Groups, Task Forces and Planning Policy Committee and to a 
certain extent the Planning and Zoning Commission. The feeling was that council made 
decisions and did not need their input. In the end, the Council followed and took action on 
each phase of the process. Their desire to be intimately involved in the development of an
LUPP is unique. In the end, their role overlapped the Planning Policy Committee. 
The Planning and Zoning Commission frequently met with the City Council in the 
initial task development. They provided input with the Policy Committee in the early 
information collection stages. The Council's desire to be actively involved in the later stages 
of .the process diminished the role of the Planning and Zoning Commission. However, these 
two groups continued to hold joint meetings through final stages of Code development and 
the Zoning Map development. 
The Planning Policy Committee was central to the initial efforts of the Land Use 
Policy Planning Process. This was especially true on Tasks B, C and D. Their role began to 
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diminish in Task E, Alternative Growth and Development Options. It appears they had little 
involvement in the review and recommendation for the draft and final document approvals. 
The process of focus groups and task forces was an effective method to receive input 
from members of the community in the early phases of the planning process. It provided an 
organizational structure for the consultant and City staff to communicate, meet, and. receive 
input. It enabled the members of the community an avenue through which to be informed 
and kept informed. In the later phases of the planning process, these groups did not 
participate. 
The process provided for participation by the community at large. Participation of 
this nature did occur. The number of public meetings, workshops, public hearings and open 
communication provided numerous opportunities throughout the planning process. This 
community, like others, had the challenge of insuring that the participation was representative 
of the greater community and not just an outspoken few. 
Task B —Organizational Review and Resource Availability Comments 
The collection and reporting of information provided reasonable access for the 
consultant to community members. The small group interviews allowed for an open sharing 
of ideas and concerns. The consistency of questions asked in the interview process allowed 
planners to compare input from a broad cross section of the community. The issues 
identified represent community concerns fairly well. The comments focus on the concerns of 
the community rather than the positive aspects of the community. This may have a tendency 
to influence the product; because rather than building on the good things of the community 
the plan focuses on changing the negative aspects. 
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The use of the technical memorandum to report and communicate with those 
participating in the Policy Plan was effective and provided a document that was easily 
distributed. The city used newsletters, updates, radio announcements and press releases to 
communicate with citizens. It also divided the plan development into smaller segments that 
were manageable. This enabled members of the community to stay informed, provide 
comments and understand the basis of future planning tasks. 
Task C — Goals Objectives and Policies for Growth Comments 
The information developed in Technical Memoranda Nos. S and 6 is a consistent 
extension of information developed in earlier investigation prepared by the consultant with 
community input. The community of Ames spent considerable time reviewing and editing 
the goals. The time spent allowed for the citizens to be a part of the process; however, the 
time extension to review and revise multiple drafts may have reached a point of diminutive 
influence. Citizens appeared to lose interest and energy during this period. 
The time between Technical Memoranda Nos. 5 and 6 was one month and did not 
seem to provide time for the community to respond. Perhaps this was the intent of the 
planning consultant. It is curious that if there had been time to respond to the questions 
raised in Memorandum No. S, the review and revision process for No. 6 may have been as 
lengthy. The community had a difficult time reaching consensus on the content and the 
implications of the goals, objectives and policies. There were many meetings and revisions 
to the goal and objectives document. The broad number of groups participating in meetings 
and providing input leading to a community~consensus of the goals demonstrated a grass 
roots type of approach. It is questionable whether the time invested in this stage of the 
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process provided a better quality product. It is also curious whether the role of the City 
Council participating more actively in the process facilitated or inhibited the process and 
timeliness of the development of the goals. 
The citizen participation in this task was high with over 20o citizens participating. 
The participation was facilitated through a number of techniques. The techniques included 
workshops, public .meetings, written correspondence, update mailings from the Planning and 
Housing Department, newspaper articles, editorials, focus group and committee meetings and 
official action by Planning and Zoning Commission and City Council. 
Task D —Needs Assessment Comments 
The consultant's approach to growth projections along with community participation 
provided a reasonable basis for assessing the future growth of the community. There was 
acceptance of the growth determinants on the part of community leadership. However, some 
members of the community did not concur, believing the projections were too high. This task 
did not appear to generate a high level of participation. A few citizens corresponded with the 
Plaa:~ning Policy Committee on growth issues, but otherwise this task did not generate 
significant participation. It could be that this task overlapped the highly charged effort on 
Task C. There was considerable discussion in the later phases of the plan development about 
the land available for corrimercial, industrial and residential growth. These issues should 
have been addressed as part of Task D and may not have caused delays later in Task G, draft 
ocument review. 
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Task E —Developing Alternative Plans Comments 
The use of video to present the Growth Options was poor. The low quality graphics 
and overall organization of information did not provide a strong representation of the ideas. 
Additionally, the Growth Options actually identified five areas for growth that were 
combined into one recommendation. The planning consultant did not provide separate 
alternatives for growth with a diversity of implications. The options did not respond clearly 
to the goals and objectives as outlined in Technical Memorandum No. 6, although they were 
referenced casually in the presentation. Overall, this portion of the consultant's efforts was a 
great disappointment when compared to efforts on previous tasks. Unfortunately, this is the 
point at which the community should be taking a serious look at different alternatives for 
growth. Instead, the consultant narrowed these alternatives down to the one they perceived to 
be the most suitable for the community. It is possible or even probable the community would 
have come to the same conclusion, but unfortunately, it did not have the oppo~ty to do so. 
The citizen participation in this task was primarily through the committees and task forces. 
Many citizens chose to comment on the detail of the growth alternatives when the draft Land 
Use Policy Plan was issued, rather than as part of this task. 
Task F —Implementation Program Comments 
The process of using a code review committee to work with the consultants wa.s 
effective early in the entire process. The committee representation was diverse, which led to 
good dialog within the committee. On some issues where the committee was unable to reach 
a recommendation, majority and minority opinions were forwarded to decision makers for 
consideration. The committee had the opportunity to become informed of the content of the 
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code, how the code works or fails to work, and new issues that need to be addressed. The 
group worked together for a significant period and seemed to overcome the need to represent 
individual interests at the expense of community needs. The committee did not need to react 
to very difficult issues because in the later development of the code the City Council assumed 
the responsibility. This may have been appropriate because the elected officials may best 
address the difficult issues; they are ultimately responsible for the implementation and 
perhaps have the greatest understanding for the implementation impacts. 
The citizen participation in this task was addressed initially in the public meeting, 
correspondence from citizens and focus groups and through the Code Review Committee. 
There was no opportunity for citizen participation until the draft reports were submitted after 
the Land Use Policy Plan was adopted by the City Council. Citizens actively participated 
with at public meetings held by staff and special meetings held by the City Council. The 
Code Review Committee did not continue as an active committee after the Land Use Policy 
Plan was adopted by the City Council in steer of 1996. 
Task G —Draft Reports Comments 
The Planning and Zoning Commission recommended approval of the draft reports to 
the City Council. The City Council reviewed and approved the draft reports of the Land Use 
Policy Plan. There was citizen review and comment submitted to the Planning and Zoning 
Commission and Council. It appears there may have been a lower level of interest in the 
review of the Land Use Policy Plan document and Zoning and Subdivision documentation. 
This may have been the result of increased involvement of the Council, a reduction of interest 
by citizens, or the plan reflected the desires, vision and goals of the community at large. In 
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the final stages, citizens provided input at Public Hearings and the Council approval of the 
codes, regulations and zoning map. By this time, the participation was reduced to a persistent 
few, and was not representative of the citizen participation exhibited in earlier tasks. 
Task H —Final Reports Comments 
The approval of the final reports went quickly after they were revised and submitted. 
Initially, the community sought an update to the current Land Use Policy Plan. In the end, 
the plan was more than an update, and it might appropriately be called a revised Land Use 
Policy Plan. The overall effort and time commitment on the part of those participating was 
likely more than anyone expected when the LUPP was initiated. This could have an impact 
in the overall acceptance of the plan. It may have diluted the quality of the product because 
of the timeframe spanned 78 months rather than 16.5 months as planned. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Introduction 
This study was based on an interview questionnaire survey designed to help 
understand whether or not the citizen participation in the City of Ames Land Use Policy Plan 
was impacted adversely by the changing role of city council during the planning effort. This 
adverse impact is reflected in two ways: 1) in the citizen satisfaction with their involvement 
and 2) in their satisfaction with the outcome of the Land Use Policy Plan. The survey was 
administered to twenty-two (22) citizens of Ames who participated in the Land Use Policy 
Planning process. The data collected were quantitative and qualitative. Additionally, a case 
study of the City of Ames LUPP process was documented and reviewed. This chapter 
reviews, interprets and analyzes the results of the study, recognizes the limitations and 
identifies the significance. Finally, recommendations for future LUPP efforts are provided in 
addition to opportunities for future study. 
The study attempted to determine if citizen participation changed during the planning 
process and if the participation was adversely impacted. The questionnaire was developed to 
ask respondents to rate their perspectives of participation, their satisfaction as a participant 
and their citizen participation and changing roles. Other questions were developed to 
understand the participant characteristics and involvement in the LUPP process. 
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Results 
The questionnaire used several questions to develop a perspective of the citizen 
participation in the City of Ames Land Use Policy Plan and whether or not it was impacted 
adversely by the changing role of city council during the planning effort. The results of the 
questions that most directly contribute to that understanding are discussed in this section. 
Respondents were asked to rate their satisfaction with the effectiveness of citizen 
participation in the land use plan development, Survey Question 6. The response to their 
satisfaction rating was quite diverse, depending on their role in the decision-making process. 
In general, those with more decision-making authority were more satisfied with the citizen 
participation. However, those who were limited to providing input only were less satisfied 
with the citizen participation (Table 22). These different perspectives of the effectiveness of 
citizen participation were also evident in the qualitative responses, Survey Question 6.1, 
which focused on comments about the favorable opportunity for citizen participation. 
However, respondents' concerns were that input was not listened to well, input was 
controlled, input was accommodating and that input did not make a difference. Arnstein 
(1969), Rocha (1997) and Gaunt (1994) could anticipate this in the research identified in 
Chapter 2. 
The impact of the length of time for the planning effort was identified as a factor that 
may have skewed citizen participation, because participation dropped off or changed, altering 
the representation. There was concern that leadership or lack of focus may have contributed 
to satisfaction especially in response to the value of time, interest and communication Innes 
(1998). There appeared to be frustration on the part of the respondents that an increased 
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understanding of the process, role of participants and how planning ideas translate into reality 
would allow citizens to be more effective. It is important for citizens to have recognition of 
their ideas and an understanding of how they will or will not be included or provide 
xn uence. 
Respondents were asked to respond to the effectiveness of their participation during 
the planning process, (Survey Question 3.a). The composite rating was neutral to effective. 
However, upon closer look, with the exception of one individual, all members of the groups 
with increased influence or decision-making authority (Groups 2 or 3) considered their 
effectiveness as very effective or effective. In contrast, the respondents that were on 
committees, focus groups or citizens at large (Group l) were nearly neutral, with respondents 
ranging from "not effective at all" to "very effective". This disparity in response raises 
fi~.rther questions that may be answered through the qualitative Survey Questions 8 and 9, 
where respondents were asked, respectively, how they would change citizen participation in 
the future and how they would encourage more citizen participation in the future. 
The responses to these two questions focused on the impact of the length of time the 
planning process took, the opportunity to prepare citizens to plan through some educational 
preparation, leadership, the opportunities to participate and participant representation. Key 
ideas behind these include the following: 
1. Length of time —reduce the overall length of time involving citizen participation, 
run effective meetings with clear agendas and desired outcomes, maximize input 
early when interest and attention is high, focus on critical issues where need 
citizen input. 
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2. Educational preparation —definition of roles and expectations of all participants 
(citizens through elected officials), explain political process, explain land use 
planning process, explain the impacts of land use changes and use of technology. 
3. Leadership —leadership has an influence on citizen participation through the 
consultant and council, how participation is managed, the roles of participants 
(formal and informal), guiding and focusing the planning effort. Citizen 
participation was valued, but there is a need to recognize it, acknowledge it and 
how it will be used. It is important to communicate so participants understand 
their engagement. 
4. Opportunities to participate — in addition to the' techniques used in this planning 
effort respondents suggested that technology be used for communication in input 
through web sites, electronic meetings aid a-mail, they encouraged the use of 
kiosks and meetings held in sub-units of the community such as schools, wards or 
precincts. 
5. Participant representation —respondents encouraged more diversity within citizen 
issue groups to break down barriers and build direction together, rather than 
basing participation on special interests, it is important to recognize who is 
missing from the table and seek their representation and try to frame citizen 
participation around their membership of the community, not their representation 
or special interest. Recognize whom and why participants are involved, Mahayni 
an d Guendel (1989) provide for that in planning for citizen participation. 
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Finally, respondents were asked if `their participation in the planning process changed 
over time' (Survey Question 4), if they `were aware that the city council took a more active 
role at the end of the land use policy plan development' (Survey Question S), and `did this 
have an impact on their participation' (Survey Question S.1). 
The majority of the respondents indicated that their participation changed over time, 
with a composite response of 68%. The qualitative (Survey Question 4.1) provided more 
specifics on how the respondents' participation changed. There were five general issues 
identified: time frame and interest, committee effectiveness, learning, consultant role and 
changes in elected officials. Only one of these issues relates directly to the city council's 
changing role —committee effectiveness. A few citizen respondents were disappointed that 
.their committee input wa.s replaced by the city council before the committee completed their 
review of the code. 
The time frame and interest issue pertained to the perspective that citizen interest and 
energy is higher at the beginning of a planning effort, and the need to capture participation 
while there is interest. This also affected some of the elected officials as they went out of 
office or changed positions through the process. The respondent perspective on learning was 
that as the participant learned more, they became more involved. There was also the issue of 
the changing consultant role, where the consultant became less involved and staff replaced 
the consultant effort. This changed some of the dynamics in the planning process, a.s it 
appeared the city staff was leading the land use planning effort. 
The majority of the respondents to (Survey Question S), 90.9% indicated they were 
aware that the City Council took a more active role toward the end of the process of the land 
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use policy plan. Of those that indicated they were aware, only 31.8% of the respondents 
indicated this increased activity by City Council impacted their participation (Survey 
Question 5.1). This is a less than was anticipated in the hypothesis statement. When asked 
`how the more active role of City Council impacted their participation' (Survey Question 
5.1.1), respondents indicated that as City Council became more active, they reduced their 
participation. They elected to reduce their participation because their committee work was 
displaced, they wished to let the council deal with the tough issues and they reconsidered 
their time commitment. 
The respondents of the questionnaire survey indicate that they recognize that the City 
Council had an increasing role toward the end of the land use planning process, and that their 
participation changed, but it appears that the change to their participation was impacted to a 
greater extent by other factors, rather than just the increasing participation by City Council. 
The focus of this results analysis has been on the responses to the effectiveness of 
citizen participation and satisfaction with the effectiveness of citizen participation due to the 
initial hypothesis. The responses to these questions generated diverse response from the 
respondents. However, it is important to recognize there were several respondents that were 
very satisfied with the participation and would not make changes. Many respondents, 95.5%, 
agreed that the effort to involve citizens in the land use planning process was significant 
(Survey Question 2.a). They recognized that the process to involve citizens was reasonable 
with a 77.3 %response rate (Survey Question 2.b). Respondents stated that the access to 
participation was accommodating. Citizens could participate in a variety of ways and be 
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involved in the portions of the process that were of greatest interest to them. They 
appreciated this flexibility in the process. 
The respondents to the survey were diverse in their agreement with the statement that 
the plan was representative of the whole community (Survey Question 2.d). Nearly 44% of 
the respondents agreed, however, most of these were in decision-making or recommending 
roles. There were no qualitative questions associated with Survey Question 2.d; therefore, it 
is difficult to follow up on this perspective. 
Citizens chose to participate for a variety of reasons, personal, professional, civic and 
the significance of land use planning on the community (Survey Question 7). There was a 
high value on citizen participation by the respondents (Survey Question 2.f). Decision 
makers indicated they valued the commitment of the citizens and the quality of the 
participation. The effort, interest and value of citizen participation appear to be a shared 
value in the conrununity. The opporltunity for the community appears to be in how the citizen 
participation can be improved to provide for a more effective and satisfactory experience for 
the citizens. 
Summary-
The satisfaction and effectiveness of citizen participation in the land use policy 
planning process is more closely related to the participants' position in the decision-making 
process than in the changing role of the City Council. Those in decision-making roles, City 
Council and Mayor, rated the satisfaction and effectiveness higher. Those whose role it was 
to recommend, Planning and Zoning Commission and staff rated the satisfaction and 
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effectiveness next highest. Moreover, the citizens that participated on committees, task 
forces, focus groups and citizens at Large were the least satisfied and supportive of the 
effectiveness of citizen participation. The identification of this perspective provides an 
opportunity for all involved to frame participation in the future based on the issues that were 
identified including: the length of time the planning process took, the opportunity to prepare 
citizens to plan through some educational preparation, leadership, the opportunities to 
participate and participant representation. 
Limitations 
Every cor~ununity and land use planning effort is unique because of the characteristics 
of the community, the point in time, the participants and the leadership. The application of 
this study to other communities may be limited because the situation cannot be duplicated. It 
may be difficult to use the findings of this study in the same community due to the impact of 
time; changing planning environment and changing participants and changing leadership. 
The group size for this survey was small, N=22. It would be desirable to modify this 
survey tool and reach out to a larger group size to determine if the findings are representative 
of a larger group. It would be interesting to include respondents that did not participate in the 
land use planning effort and develop additional questions to understand why they have not 
participated. The representation of the three groups was not proportional to the participant 
ratios of the planning process. If a larger N is established it would be desirable to maintain 
an equal representation of the sub-groups. The consultant was not included in the survey 
process. It would be desirable to include the consultant in the future. 
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A modified survey approach may provide an opportunity to use the survey tool with 
other communities thereby broadening the understanding of these same influences on other 
communities and their land use planning processes and citizen participation. 
Significance 
This study may serve to provide a greater understanding of citizen participation for 
the leadership and citizens of the City of Ames as they consider future land use planning 
efforts. Other professionals in planning, land use, public agencies, public officials and higher 
education may find the information applicable to land use planning in their environments. 
Recommendations 
This research identifies opportunities to improve citizen participation in land use 
planning, based on the participation experience of respondents in the community of Ames, 
Iowa. There are several items that could be given further study to expand on these findings. 
1. Modify the survey for distribution to a larger sample size including citizens that 
did not participate in the planning process. The modification would include 
questions that provide opporltunities for non-participating citizens to represent 
their perspective and reasons for not participating. 
2. Revise the survey for use in other communities to determine effectiveness and 
satisfaction of citizen participation more extensively. The revision ~to the 
questionnaire would require acknowledgement of differing processes for citizen 
participation. Additionally it would be desirable to add questions that explore the 
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effectiveness and satisfaction of citizen participation in greater depth and 
specifics. 
3. Revise the survey for use in other communities to determine impact of time on 
citizen participation. 
4. Revise the survey for use in other communities to determine what phases of land 
use planning that citizen participation is most effective or valued. 
5. Revise the survey to better understand how the citizen participation in the 
planning process could better represent the whole community. 
Final Remarks 
Citizen participation in land use planning is important to all participants in the 
planning process. The satisfaction and effectiveness of citizen participation will be different 
depending on the role of the participant in the planning and decision-making process. The 
experience of citizens in land use planning may be improved with increased sensitivity and 
clarification of the expectations of citizen participation. Based on the Ames study this can be 
accomplished by the following: 
1. Length of time — 
a. Reduce the time involving citizen participation to the time needed to collect 
specific information that adds value. 
b. Run effective meetings with clear agendas and desired outcomes. 
2. Educational preparation for participants — 
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a. Thoughtful preparation for citizen participation before the planning process 
begins. Consider the purpose of citizen participation. 
b. Use two-way communication, placing emphasis on a feedback loop after 
decision-making. 
c. Clarify and define the roles and expectations of all participants. 
d. Explain political process. 
e. Explain land use planning process. 
f. Explain the impacts of land use changes. 
g. Increase use of technology. 
3. Leadership — 
a. Leadership has an influence on citizen participation through the consultant and 
council. Do not underestimate the significance. 
b. Need to manage participation. 
c. Need to define the roles of participants. 
d. Need to guide and focus the planning effort. 
4. Additional opportunities to participate — 
a. Use technology for communication in input through web sites, electronic 
meetings and a-mail. 
b. Encourage the use of kiosks. 
c. Hold meetings in sub units of the community such as schools, wards or 
precincts. 
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5. Participant representation — 
a. Encouraged more diversity within citizen issue groups to break down barriers 
and build direction together, rather than basing participation on special 
interests. 
b. Recognize who is missing from the process and seek their representation. 
c. Frame citizen participation azound their membership of the community, not 
their representation or special interest. 
Finally, remember that land use policy planning is an ongoing process. It is important 
to maintain the interest, education and energy of the community. Land Use Plans aze flexible 
plans that will change to respond to changing conditions but the plans should be grounded in 
the values and culture of the community and its citizens. 
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APPENDIX I 
Interview Questions 
Questionnaire for 
Ames Land Use Policy Plan Citizen Participation 
1. Did you participate in the Ames Land Use Policy Plan (LUPP) between 1993 and 
2000? 
 Yes (GO TO Q 1.1) 
No 
1.1. In which parts of the development of the Land Use Policy Planning process were 
you involved? (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 
Visioning, goals, objectives, and policies for growth and 
development process 
Needs assessment, trends projections 
Development of alternative growth and development process 
Code review (subdivision and zoning) 
 Document review (LUPP, zoning ordinance, subdivision 
regulations, zoning map) 
Document approval 
Others (specify) 
1.2. In what capacity did you participate? (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 
 city council 
 commission 
 committee 
 focus groups) 
 citizen at large 
 staff 
 others (specify) 
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1.3 What perspectives do you believe you were representing? (CHECK ALL THAT 
APPLY) 
 citizen perspective 
 elected official 
 neighborhood 
 retailer 
 commercial/industrial 
 environmental 
 community activism 
 education 
 city committee or commission 
 development 
 landlord 
 others (specify) 
2. Please rate the following statements related to the participation process by placing an `X' 
in the box that most closely represents your opinion. 
1 =disagree 
2 =somewhat disagree 
3 =neutral 
4 =somewhat agree 
5= agree 
1 
(disagree) 
2 3 
(neutral) 
4 5 
(agree) 
a) The effort to involve citizens in the 
development of the Land Use Policy 
Planning process was significant. 
b) The process for citizen participation in 
the Land Use Policy Planning was 
reasonable. 
c) As a result of the process for citizen 
participation, I believe that my 
participation allowed me the opportunity 
to influence the direction of community 
development. 
d) I believe that the participation. allowed 
for a land use policy plan that was 
representative of the whole community. 
e) My participation provided me with the 
opportunity to develop my understanding 
of land use policy planning process. 
fl Citizen participation is important in the 
development of Land Use Policy Plans. 
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3. How effective do you believe your participation was - 
not 
effective at 
al l 
not 
effective neutral effective 
very 
effective 
a) during the planning 
process 
b) now, after the plan is 
under implementation 
4. Did your participation in the planning process change over time? 
 Yes 
No 
4.1 If so, how did it change? 
S . Were you aware that the city council took a more active role toward the end of the 
process of the Iand use policy plan development? 
Yes 
No 
5.1 Did this have an impact on your participation? 
 Yes 
No 
S . l . l If so, how did it impact your participation? 
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6. Please rate the following statement by placing an `X' in the box that most closely 
represents your opinion. 
extremely 
not 
satisfied not satisfied neutral satisfied 
very 
satisfied 
From the vantage point 
of your participation, 
how satisf ed are you 
with the effectiveness 
of citizen participation 
in the -plan 
development? 
6.1. Please explain. 
7. How would you change citizen participation in the future? 
8. How would you encourage more citizen participation in future Land Use Policy Planning 
efforts? 
9. How would you encourage more citizen participation in future Land Use Policy Planning 
efforts? 
10. How long have you resided in Ames?  years 
11. What is the nature of your employment?  
What is the duration of your service to the community in the capacity you were involved in 
the Land Use Policy Plan? years 
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APPENDIX II 
Letter of Invitation 
June 2, 2002 
Citizen 
Address 
Ames, IA 50010 
Dear Itizen: 
You are invited to participate in a research study about public involvement in land use planning for 
Ames, Iowa. This is part of Cathy Brown's work to complete her Master of Community and Regional 
Planning degree. You were selected as a possible participant because you were active in the 
development of the Ames Land Use Policy Plan. The purpose of the study is to review the Ames 
process, develop criteria for the evaluation of citizen participation, research the experience of Ames 
participants and evaluate the nature of participation and its outcomes for the Ames case study. 
The research effort will include interviews with approximately 15 individuals. If you agree to 
participate, Cathy will conduct a personal interview to respond to approximately 10 questions. The 
interviews will be scheduled for maximum of an hour. The meeting will be held at a place 
convenient to you or in meeting rooms at the Ames Library. The interviews will be conducted during 
the month of April, scheduled between 9 AM and 8 PM for the convenience of the interviewees. 
Cathy will serve as the interviewer. The records and names of interviewees of this study will be kept 
confidential. Any report we might publish will not include information about the interviewees. Your 
participation in this study is voluntary. There are no anticipated risks to the participants of the study 
other than the possibility a question could be sensitive for an individual, although that is not the 
intent. 
Cathy will contact you in the near future regarding your participation. If you have questions you may 
contact her as follows: 
Catherine S. Brown 
Day: 51 S- 294-6001 
200 General Services Building 
Iowa State University 
Ames, Iowa 50011 
Thank you for your time and consideration. I Look forward to your consideration and participation. 
Sincerely, 
Riad G. Mahayni, PhD, FAICP 
Professor and Chair 
Major Professor to Catherine S. Brown 
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APPENDIX III 
Consent Form 
Consent Form for: 
An Evaluation of Public Participation in Land Use Planning, 
A Case Study of Ames, Iowa 
You are invited to be in a research study about public participation in the land use policy planning 
for Ames, Iowa. You were selected as a possible participant because you participated in the 
development of the- Ames Land Use Policy Plan between 1993 and 2000. 
We ask that you read this document and ask any questions you may have before agreeing to the 
study. 
This study is conducted by Catherine Brown, as part of her research for Master's thesis in the 
department of Community and Regional Planning. 
Background Information: 
The City of Ames sought a planning process for the development of the Ames Land Use Policy Plan 
which provided for citizen participation. This study will review the Ames process, identify 
techniques for evaluating citizen participation, and apply the criteria to the A►.mes process. 
Procedure: 
If you agree to be in this study, you will be asked to participate in a personal interview with 
approximately 10 questions. You will be asked to present your experience, participation and 
observation in the Ames Land Use Policy planning effort. You may be asked for a description of 
why you answered in a particular way. The interviews will be scheduled for maximum of an hour. 
The meeting will be held at a place convenient to your or in meeting rooms at the Ames Library. The 
interviews will be conducted during the month of April, scheduled between 9 am and S pm for the 
convenience of the interviewees. 
Risks and Benefits of Being in the Study: 
The only risks involved with this study are the possibility that questions may be sensitive for some 
individuals and their roles as they participated in the Land Use Policy Pian and decision-making. 
There are no direct benefits for participating, however, you will have the opportunity to discuss your 
participation in the planning efforts and offer suggestions for improvement in the future. 
Confidentiality: 
The records and names of interviewees of this study will be kept confidential. In any sort of report 
we might publish, we will not include any information that will make it possible to identify as 
subject. The number of participants in this study is small, to that extent confidentiality may not be 
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absolute. Tape recordings may be used to increase the accuracy of recording comments by 
participants. The recordings will be reviewed by the interviewer only and used for educational 
purposes. The tape recordings will be erased at the conclusion of the study. 
Voluntary Nature of the Study: 
Your participation in this study is voluntary. If during the course of this research study new findings 
are discovered that might influence your willingness to continue, the researchers will inform you of 
those developments. 
Contacts and Questions: 
Catherine S . Brown 
Day: 515- 294-6001 
200 General Services Building 
Iowa State University 
Ames, Iowa 50011 
Riad Mahayni 
515-294-895$ 
126 College of Design 
Iowa State University 
Ames, Iowa 50011 
You may ask questions now. 
if you have any questions or concerns regarding the study and would like to talk with someone other 
than the researcher(s), you may contact Research Subject's Advocates, D528 Mayo, 420 Delaware 
Street Southeast, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455; telephone (612) 625-1650. 
Statement of Consent: 
I have read the above information. I have asked questions and have received answers. I consent to 
participate in the study. 
Signature of Investigator or Person Obtaining Consent: 
  Date: 
Signature of Participant agreeing to Consent: 
Date: 
Printed Name: 
